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FOREWORD

An Introduction to the Series "Parent Choice and the Public

Schools"

by Ross ZerChykovi

Research Director, Institute for Responsive Education

What determines where children in America go to school? in the

vast majority of cases, it is where they and their parents live.

But, amidst all the current debate about excellence in education,

we never hear of an educational reason why public school children

are most often assigned to schools on the basis of place of

residence. This system has serious ramifications for equality in

our society.

In this and the other four volumes in our series "Parent

Choice and the Public Schools," we examine the question: Why

must where a family can afford to buy or rent housing be the

determining factor in where a child goes to school?

We hope this series of publications will be helpful to all

those -- parents and taxpayers, school leaders and government

officials -- who are beginning to question this connection

between education and real estate.

One obvious explanation for the connection (other than

inertia) is cost: assignment by residency is relatively simple

and holds down administrative and transportation costs, thereby

freeing up resources for curriculum and instruction. Arguments



against parent choice as an alternative assignment model often

also invoke concern that parent choice could lead to racial

resegregation and/or exacerbate socioeconomic segregation.

Furthermore, some say increased choice would only be exerciged by

the more informed, active and educationally ambitious of parents,

thereby leading to some schools becoming hotbedS of parent

Siikaori and invoiveten, while others beaonie ik-)Cites oi apaOly.

Opening up choice among schools, others argue, would

invigorate all schools through competition. Indifferent schools

would no longer attract parents and, as in the business world,

would go out of business to be replaced by other, more

"responsive" schools.

Such claims, when repeated ()Pen enough, can begin to sound

like self-evident truths. The first of our series of

publications, Parent-Choice: A Digest of the RelgALgh, is

designed to shed some light on the costs and benefits of

different kinds of parent choice and provide summary answers to

the most frequently asked questions about parent choice, based on

an analysis of the research and evaluation studies of various

fparent choice initiatives in the United statee, including voucher

experiments, magnet schools public schools of choice and open

enrollment programs. The answers, as always, are not definitive

or tidy, and some questions can never be answered within the

limits of experimentation in education (e.g., what would be the

impadt of a icAally free market in edUCatiOnl -- Would 6Onsumer

sovereignty and the resulting competition equalize opportunities,
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and would the resulting competition lead to innovation and

excellence? Or, would suppliers in the educational market, like

suppliers in all markets, strive to restrict competition")

Nonetheless, the research evidence iS instructive an0 tells

us enough to sift through and put aside some of the claims and

counter-ciaims about choice.

One such claim that could ba used to justify the current

system of assigning pupils to Schools on the basis of residence

is that parents don't want anything else. They like the

"neighborhood school," as witnessed by community opposition to

school closings and "forced busing." And, some contend, choice

iS iireleVant anyWaY Since, baSiCillYi all parents want the SiMe

thing: good schools and a good edUCation for their children.

Contrary evidence, Lowever, comes from data in the Gallup

Poll on education showing that a significant majority of parents

want more choice. (Phi-DeltA-Kappan, September 1986)

But, for 1o7a1 citizens and school leaders, nationally

aggregated opinions are less important than local sentiment. One

way to find out if local parents want more choice is to simply

ark them. A method for doing so, for identifying whether parents

want more choice, under what conditions, and what kinds of

echr:ation they would choose is described in the second volume in

our series, planning for Parent Choice, which offers a step-by-

step guide to surveying paents, and provides a method and a

survey instrument that has been used over a period of five years

in four Massachusetts urban school districts.
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There is research evidence, especially from the intensive

evaluation of 1970s voucher experiments in Alum Rock, California

and other locations, which does show that there is cause for the

concern that not all groups of parents participate equally in

choice programs, that, in fact, more informed (and affluent)

parents are more likely to participate in, and hence benefit

from, increased opportunities for parent choice. In those cases,

the "information deficits" suffered by parents were attributed to

schools disseminating information only in the form of print

material in th4 English language. These dissemination strategies

may have been appropriate for middle=class, white-collar settings

but were not effective for poor or linguistic minority parents.

Current practices, happily, are more sensitive to the different

ways that information reaches different kinds of parent

populations.

The third volume in this series is a Pa-rent-Infoxmation

=at-Isles providing short profiles, v.;ith nuts- and-bolts kind of

information, about the range of exemplary parent information

strategies from 21 school districts in 11 states across the

nation.

Our fourth volume, Azysanguat72_6_said

addresses parents who are in the enviable position of being able

to choose but could use help in making the right fit between

their aspirations and values and a particular school. This guide

is intended to give such parents real=life descriptions of what

actually goes on in schools of choice. What is different in
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schools that advertise themselves as having an emphasis on a

particular style or philosophy of teaching ==. i.e., "basic

skills" or "classical education" or "child-centered,

developmental approach" -- or a particular curricular emphasis,

i.e., "the arts" or "sr:ience and technology?" The Com-sumer-it

Guide elaborates the assumptions about how children learn that

lie behind such labels and provides a checklist that enables

parents to decide whether their aspirations for and knowledge

about their children will match up with the labels that

diversified public schools of r:hoice use in describing

themselves. The Consumeri-s-Guide sketches daily activities in

ten schools in six different school districts in Massachusetts

and New York.

Such illustrations belie the general assumption that alI

parents want the same kind of "good education," an assumption

that can and has been used as An argument against providing

expanded opportunities for parent choice. The vignettes are all

taken from public schools of choice, many of which have long

waiting lists, indicatirg that many parents have a desire for

more options than are currently available.

We don't pretend to have all the anSwers to the puzzle

facing local school decision=makers -- school and government

officials and parents and citizens -- as they consider ways to

respond to the growing desire for more choice of some kind.

Neither do we believe that parent choice will solve all of the

educational problems facing our nation today. Rather, we prefer



to remain open-minded Ahd Offer thi6 publication and its

companion voluMe6 t6 Other Opew,minded readers -- goVeihMent

officials (at all levels)t tthOol administrators, and parentb and

taxpayers -- who have questioned whether we should assign all

students to the same kinds of schools on the basis of residency

and not according to parental aspirations or children's learning

styles .



SECTION ONE:

INTRODUCTION AND USER'S GUIDE

This report is for decisionmakers, whe haVe either interest in or

responsibility fOr tetpending to the renewed wave of official and

public interest in ekpanding the opportunities frit parents to choose

the schools that their children might attend. By decisionmakers we

mean two groups of readers: (1) pUblic officials -- either legislators

6t publit offidialt at the federal, state or local levels Of

government, including local Sthbeil beards and administrators, and (2)

concerned citiZent, whether parents or taxpayers, whose opinions can

help guide or liMit public officials' response to the puzzles and

opportunities of parent choice in edUtatibh. The subsequent four

sections present digests of four kinds of information that are

intended to help these decisionMakers make sense of a perplexing

variety of perspectiveg, dlaimt and evidence about parent choide ih

education.

"Section Two: Policy Models" digette eix oft-cited policy

proposals for parent -choice, ranging from Milton Friedman's call ih

1962 for a universal voucher gysteM to the more modest National

Governors' Association call in 1986 for state and local initiatives

for "conttolled dheice." This section attempts to lay blit what parent

choice means to whom; Choice in Odueation appears to carry different

shades of meaning. The deneept has become embroiled in debatet abbut



government subsidies for private education; about whether or not

magnet schools are a necessary and/or sufficient means for promoting

desegregation; about whether magnets create a two-tier system of

extra-funded, elite vs. ordinary schools; and about debates over the

proper line separating church or individual parents and children and

the state; Buti as models of choice profiled in Section Two reveal,

parent choice plans can take many forms; Some do raise questions

abOUt private education, church, state and/or individual liberty

issues; others do not; Still others, by proposing universal choice

among all schools in the public sector, seek to universalize che

benefits of magnet education by in affect suggesting that each public

school should be seen and treated as a magnet school;

"Section Three: The Issues a d the Evidence" contains seven

research summaries that digest the evidence that speak to the claims

and questions raised in the various policy proposals summarized in

Section Two. The first three research summaries provide clues as

What iS and iSh't known about how parents respond to choice when it is

available; These research summaries attempt to answer such questions

as:

. What are the financial costs of expanding parent choice?

2. Do parents want more choice? What kinds of parents are more

apt to want and to exercise choice?

3. What factors influence how parents make choices? And are there

systematic differences among different racial/ethnic or

socioeconomic groups in the kinds of education that parents
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prefer?

The remaining four research summaries digest what i8 knOWn about

the pOtential impact of expanding opportunities for parent chdice,

addressing such questions as:

4. Wbuld choice promote equity?

5. Would choice promote diversity and competition among Sthools?

6; Would choice promote school improvement? What is the

telationShip between educational choice and student outCOMet?

7. Would choice improve school-parent/tOMMUnity relations? Does

choice make sch001S more accountable and responsive to parents?

DOet it lead to greater parental involvement? Will it

Strengthen or weaken public support for public edutatibn?

"Section Four: The Research Base" contains succinct 1-2 page

brie:78 summarizing the 11 major research and evaluation StUdieS WhOSe

findings and conclUsions provide most of the clues f r answering seven

questions addressed in the research summaries.

"Settibn FiVe: Bibliographic Resources" contains a summary of the

sources cited in the report, including some secondary sources.

The bibliOgraphy presented in Section Five should not be seen as a

tbMprehensive reading list; Because this report ig aiMed at

decisionmakers -- and not scholarS, legal analysts, philosophers, or

bibliophiles -- its sources do not encompass the voluminous literature

that hag been produced on the topic Of parent Ch6ice especially on

vouchers).

Out Seat-Chi screening and analysis of the bibliographic Sourtes
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were guided by the practical information needs of decisionmakers.

Firsti our tracking of the issues ih the flurry bf potition papers and

public statements raised by recent federal a d state initiatives for

parent choice (e.g.; National Governors' Association HearingS and

Report) revealed the persistent influence, at least at the leVel of

ideas; of the policy models profiled in Sedtion TWO.

Our analysis of those models; asking the question "What problems
_

does thiS MO-del attempt to address?" and our analysis of the secondary

SbUttet Supporting or criticizing those models; suggested the foci of

the seven research summaries COntained in Section Three.

Thete teVen foci were then applied as a screen to the issues and

research and evaluation report literature unearthed as a result of a

computerized search of the litetature indexed in ERIC (the U.S.

Department of Education-funded Educational ReSOUrCeS Information

Center) current through May of 1986; The scope Of OUt ERIC search

included several bodies of relevant literature including studies and

theories about: parent choice; vouchers and tuition-tax creditt;

open-enrollment plans; general analyses of market mechanisms as they

apply to public Services and comparisons of "command" or "bottom=up"

versus "market-like" approaches to accountability and improvement in

pUblit services like schooling; magnet and alternative pUblid schools;

and relevant comparative studies of pUblid Vs. private education. Our

SCreening procedure resulted in a highly selective and fOCUSed litt Of

sources; With respect to our use of these sources, our focus was not

on the Whole of any given study but rather on thote parts of it which
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shed light on the praCticaI decisionmaker tohcerns expressed in the

teVeh topical areas covered in the retearch summaries.

A similar concern fOr pradtical utility guided the organization

and format of this report; Rathet than attempting a grand tynthetit

of what is knOWn abbut the topic of choice, we provide a SerieS Of

discrete summaries of the majot tet of ideas, evidence and ttudiet on

this topic; The report is organized so that eath of the summaries

the profiles of the major policy models, the re-search summaries of the
eVidence, and the briefs of majot studies -- can be used at discrete

and stand-albne handouts and/or elements of an individualized

"briefing packet" constructed by ahy reader. For example, eath

provides OtOtt-referenc9s to the briefs of those ttudies which provide

the most crucial clues to antweting questIons posed, and the

bibliography't annotations provide further inforMation about the

secondary sourtes cited.

Hence, we hope that this report can be used instead of just read.

It does not pretend to tell decisionmakers what to do; nor does it

give the,r, all of the answers. It doet, however, offer some "already

done homework" on some of the recurring issues what will inevitably

arise in planning for expanding opportunities for parent choice.



SECTION TWO:

POLICY MODELS

Thig Section addresses the questions: what does patent chOice

mean? and How can we imagine or conceive of its implementation?

offers sh0rt expositbry profiles of seven of the most often cited and

influential policy modelsi including:

1. The "unregulated voUcher" plan prOpOsed by the economist Milton

Friedman in 1962. This policy model is still the touchstone

for much discussion about parent ChoiCe.

2. The "regulated voucner" at designed under the auspices of the

U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity by Chrittopher Jencks and

his colleagues in 1970 and as imblemented, albeit in a modified

way, in a number Of sites most notably in the Alum Rock School

district in California.

3. Mario Fantini's 1972 itiodel Of "Public sChools of choice."

4. JOhn Co-0ns and Stephen Sugarman's 1978 model of "family choice

ih edUCatiOn," a version of the "regulated VOuCher."

5. Proposals for "peaceful uses Of VOUchers," in which vouchers

are prOvided to Special populations for special purposes as in

the U.S. Department of Education'S 1985 propotal for Chapter

vouchers. (The Equity and Choice Act -- TEACH).

6. The National Governors' Association 1986 model o "controlled"

choice.

Because our focus throughout this "digest" is on how and why

, 18



expanding parent choice could improve the effectiveness and

responsiveness of public education, we include in our analysis neither

the proposals nor the limited evidence on tuition or ctedit tchemes as

a way of expanding parent choice.

Our reasons for the e exclusions are as follows:

First, the evidence is very limited. A Congressional study of the

potential impact of various tuition tax credits showed that the Major

beneficiaries would be parents who are currently purchasing private

education. This conclusion was supported by the findings of a Rand

Corporation study of Minnesota's tax credit initiative which showed

that -- as opposed to the contentions of opponents of tuition tax

credits who argue that it would lead to large-scale abandonment Of

public education -- tuition tak credit do not influence family's

educational choices; they mostly provide some financial relief to

families who have already chosen to purchate education from the

private tectOr.

Second, based on the evidence as summatited above, tuition tax

credit plans will probably not create competitive pressures strong

enough to change and improve public schools' behavior and practice.

Three, the extant literature in support of tuition tax credits

does not make any claims about the benefits that will acctue tO pUbli

education in general. Instead, proposals in support of tuition tax

credits focus on individual rights-based claims and evidence are

outside of the stipulated focus of this work. Our study is concerned

With the "public regardino" and not "private regarding" impactt of
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various propoSalS tb expand parent choice.

The tik tOdels we will re iew were chosen because they demonstrate

the variety of approaches coveted by the term "parent choice". They

were also chOsen because they have provided much of the VoCabulary --

the conceptual ammunition -- for contemporary diSCussions of parent

choide.

The underlying iSSUe in many of the debates about parent choice is

the question "Whose kid is it anyway?"

Posing just that queStion in testimony before the NatiOnal

Governors' Association Task Force on Parent Involvement and Choice,

Thomas Ascik (1986) presented an unCoMpromising argument for the

widest possible degree of patent choice. Ascik argued that if we aSk

ourselves "Whote kid is it anyway?" then we "cannot avoid t e

political question of the right of parents to determine the content of

their children's upbringing and the corresponding questons (of] when

and why the state should interfere With thiS right. It is not

unpatriotic for parents to assert this right. It is 6fily natural for

them to do so." (Ascik, 1986:2)

COntinUing to assert that "families are more important than

SChbols" and that "the public interett in the family is greater than

b6b1iC interest ih edUcationi" Ascik (1986:6) goes on to argue for

a universal voucher scheme, concluding that "under a voucher, public

policy patronizes the authotitj parents to choose. What choices

parents actually make become se ary."

The legal and constitutional opposed to philosophical) basis

20



fOr the "rightS" and "-uthority" invoked in Ascik's argument rests in

large part on an interpretation of the 1925 Supreme Court deciSion0

Pierce v. Society of Sisters, which declared that while states could

enforce compulsory education, they could not compel families to go to

only public schools, provided that the private schools net state

standards for quality and a common basic education.

That proviso about "standards" and state interest right to enforce

Eh-et iS the basis for some equally stark and uncompremigihg atoutehtt

against almost any further extension Of fatily chOide in education.

For example, Atkertan (1984)0 in answer to the question "Whose kid

it it anyWay?" argues tha.: "parents don't own their kids" since in a

liberal state nobody "owns" anybody and that "educatibn it, hot

hOrtitUlture." A liberal education in a pluralistic society, Ackerman

COnE6iid, shàuld eXPc-De children to beliefs and group values different

from that of their patents, and that the danger of parent choice is

that it allows parents to prattide "horticulture," trying to reproduce

or "grow" their children in their own image

Similar arguments have been advanced by R. Freeman Butts in a

series of attemptS to artidUlate a concept of "civic education"

(Butts, 1985). Butts argues that parental choice can work against t e

necessary conditions fot a cOMMon education: "Children should not be

separated from one another into segregated private parochial or public

schools. It is extremely important for pluralistiC grOUpS to learn

from each other through study and participation together." (Butts,

1985:62)



And, echoing U.S. Secretary Of Education William Bennett's concern

for a common content of education, including civic values and

character education (Bennett, 1985), Butts asserts that: "Schools

should be trainino grounds for acquiring the sense of community that

will hold the political system togatnet." (BUttS, 1985:60)

This provides the premise for the argument, contra Ascik; that

there is a public interest in education, at least equal to the "public

intereSt in fathiliag," and the fathily't interest in education:

"The primary focus of the schools should be on the civic

values that pertain to the public life of the community and

hot Oh the private values of r,qigious belief; or personal

lifestyles that individuals should be free to chose but

not to impose on others." (ButtS, 1985:60)

A similar emphasis on the public functions as opposed to the

private_ benefits of schooling underlies Pacheco's (1980) Critique of

the CoOns-SUgarman "family-choice" model (Coons and Sugarman; 1978)

another of the policy proposals reviewed below. Pacheco faults Coons

and Sugarman for not paying adequate attention to the public functiong

of schooling, funciont whiCh do create a compelling public interest

ih the choices parents would make and the impact of those choices on

public policy objectives and societal functions of schooling.

The gix polity models profiled in the next few pages can be seen

to differ primarily in the extent to which they are concerned with; or

circumscribe, the choices parents would be able to make. The policy

models, although quite disparate in the scope of choice they propose,

22



are united in identifying a core set of social benefits advanced by

the variouS proposals for choice.
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MODEL ONE:

THE UNREGULATED VOUCHER

Primary Source and Reference

The basic model is contained ih a Short, 14-page section of

etonotitt Milt-oh Friedman's, Capitalism_and-Freedom (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1962) entitl.ed "The Role of Government in

Education:" The entire SettiOn iS reprinted in full in G.R; Lalloue,

editor, Educational VOUchers_: Concepts_and ControversieS (New York:

Teachers College Press, 1972), pa--e 8-20. Page references in the

following profile refer to the latter.

Scope_of Cho_ite

The voucher woUld be available to all families of school-ago

thildren. It could be redeemed at any School private or publit,

for-profit or non-prOfit, tedtarian or non-denominational, provided

the School meets certain, unspecified, minimal stahdards.

The Model of Choite

Ftiochteh'e Model begins with a recoghitidh that a common education

is a public good rather than a ptivate investment. He states, "the

gain from the education of a child accrues not only to the child, or

his parentS, but also to other members of the society" (Friedman,

1972:9). This social gain, because of its "neighborhood effects",

established the obligation and neceeity of governments to fund

FROM: Parent Choice: A_Digest of the Re Search, prePared by the Institute_ for Responsive Education, 605Commonwealth Avenue,:aciSton, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work bh this publication was made possible by agrant from the US. Department of Education, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinions eVresSedherein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.
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edudation.

"Neighborhood effects" is an OcOnOMist'S term for circumstances

under which "the action of one individual imposes significant costs on

indiVidUálS for which it is not feasible to Make him compensate them,

or yields significant gains to other individuals for which it iS not

feasible to make them compensate hiM " Circumstances that make

voluntary exchange impossible." (riedman, 19729)

A common education which integrates children into citizenship,

literacy and an ongoing social order (note the affinity with R.

Freeman Butts, an opponent of parent choice) is a prime example of a

"neighbOrh-O6d effeCtS" gain. As such, it jUStifiet goverhMent

financing of education. But, argues Friedman, it does not thereby

oblige government to directly administer and run educational

institutions which provide this social benefit. Having Made thiS

distinction, Friedman goes on to articulate the main points of his

model:

1. We should be ready to FAparate gOVernment financing fom

government adMinistration of schools-

2. CoUld finance education by giving faMilies of

schoOl-age children VOUchert for "a Specified sum [of money] ,

per year per child" (p.9) that would be "equal to the ettimated

CaSt Of edUCting a child ih a pUblic SdhOOl" (0.15), and that

would be redeemable at any "approved" institution that met

certain minimum standards. (p.12)

The "unregulated" nature of thiS model Stems froM the provision

14



that:

3. The approved institution could be a private enterprise or

yovernment -- i.e., public -- school, a private non-profit,

sectarian, or non-sectarian institution;

4. All parents, not just the needy, and including current

subscribers to privately-financed schooling would have a right

to such a voucher, and parents could supplement the value of

the VOUcher With "any additional sum they themselves provided

in purchasing educational services from an 'approved'

institUtiOn of their choice" (p.12)

5. As a corollary of the above, "approved" institutions would be

free to charge tuition above and beyond the cash values of the

voucher -- the above mentioned, but never defined, "estimated

cost of educating a child in a public school."

The Problem

The existing government monopoly oh the adtinittration of

publidly=funded schooling leads to an unfair and ineffidient

allocation of resources in education. In trying to be responsive to

some parents, schools add extra programs and services and offer them

tO all parents whether they called for them or not. This is

inefficient. It is alSo unfair because those add-ons go beyond t e

public interest in a common education (although they do respond to

parents' private interest) and as such cannot be justified by t e

"neighborhood effects" rule of taxing everybody for gains that
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everybody benefits from. (Friedman, 1972:15)

Benefits

1. Choice_and Divertity: Competition Would incraase the

aVailability of educational approaches that are ekperimental or

no longer in favor, if enough parents are interested: "... thit

is a special base of the general principle that a market

permitt each to satisfy hiS OWn taste -- effective proportional

representation: whereas the political process imposes

confortity" (Friedman, 1972:15).

2. Choice_and_School-Parent Relationshlps: The vouthet idea would

make schools More accountable becaute "parents can vOte with

their feet" (p.13) and it would be easier fot ihdiVidual

schools to be More responsive to parentt "... The parent WhO
would prefer to see money used for better teachers and teXtt

rather than coaches and Corrid-orti has no way of ekpressing

this preference eXcept by persuading the majority to change the
mixture for all." (Friedman, 1972:15)

3. Chbide and Pubiic_Support fOr PUblic_Schools: The vOucher would

eliminate one SoUrce of opposition Oh the part of non-publit

tchbOl patents, e.g. parochial tChbol parents' disinclination
to support increased expenditures for schooling.

4. Choice_and_Equity: The voucher concept merely extends the

choices nOW aVailabIe to the afflUent to go to private

tchools, or to derive the benefits of going to "good" schools



by buying housing in an expensive neighborhood to all

parents.

ImOletentation and Evaluation_information

NOthind tErcisely like the UhregUiatea väuchër modeI with its
_
bdirett "funding" of families has ever een attempted anywhere; so

evaluation data iS nOn-6-xistent. There are COme eicaMpleS in other

democratic countries -- "free" tthOolt in Denmark; the co-existence of

publicly-supported government and sectarian schools in the

Netherlands; for example -- which approkitate Some aspects of the

voucher idea. These examples are reviewed in (Doyle, 1984).



MODEL TWO:

THE REGULATED VOUCHER

arimasySource and ReferPrice

During the late 1960'S0 a Series of developments, moSt notably the

diVil rights and community control of sch001S MonumentS, led the

United States Office of ECOhbMic Opportunity to commission the Center

for the Study of PUblid Policy to conduct a detailed study of hOW

"education vouchert" Might empower the poor and minorities. That

study resulted in Education VoUthertt A Report an_Finanding Education

Hy Payments_to ParentS published in December 1970.*

ScoPe of _Choice

As is the date with Milton Friedman's "unregulated vouchers"

choice would extend to publid and private schools. Vouchers given

directly to parents and tedeeMable at their school of chOide WOuld, as

ih the date of Friedman's model, mean that "parents would not longer

be forced to send their children to the school around the corner

simply because it waS eround the corner" (Areen and Jenckt, 1972:51).

rike Friedman's propoSal, the regulated vouchet :7oncept'S

*A ueful condensation can be found in Areen, J. and Jencks, C. (1972)

"Education Vouchers: A Proposal fOr DiVerSity and Choice" in GR.

Lalloue, editor, Education VOuchers: _Concepts- and Controversies, New

Y-- Teachers College Press; All page references herein are to the

summary.

FROM: Pareht Choke: A_Digest of the Retearch, p;*ared by the Institute for Revonsive Education,: 605Commonwealth Avenue, lloiton, M402215, (617) 353-3309. Work oh this publication was made possible by agrant from the US. Department of Education, Grant No(X)85-104-14.The analyses and opinions expressedherein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Education.
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fundamental thrust is to equalize the opportunities to choose some

other school; not just the "public school around the COrner0" on the

part of all parentS, n t jUst the affluent. In arguing for the

extension of the voucher to public and private schools, Jencks and his

colleagues operate wij1 a very distinctive definition of "publid"

versus "private."

Their proposal has two underlying principles: (1) no public money

should be used to support private schools; and (2) any group that

operates a public school should be eligible for public sUbsidies, even

thOugh the "group" in question is not a local public school district.

(Areens and Jencks, 1972:52)

The apparent contradiction between the above principles is

resolved by divorcing the notion of "public" from the hOtibh bf "run

by government." Jencks, et al., distinguish between private and

public schools not on the basis of "who runs them" but on the basis o

"how they are run" (Areens and Jencks; 1972:52). Thus:

"We would then call school 'public' if it were open to

everyone on a non-discriminatory basis, if it charged no

tuition, and if it provided full information about itself to

anyone interested. Conversely, we would call any school

'private' if it excluded applicants in a discriminatory way,

charged tuition, or withheld information about itself.

(Areens and Jencks, 1972:52)

Ih brief, compliance with elig3_bility regulations contained in the

regulated voucher model, rather than public or private auspices,
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establish a school as a "public" school.

The Regulated Voucher

The plan in brief i8 at followt: A publicly accountable agency, an

"Educational Voucher Agency" or "EVA" would issue a voucher to

parents. Parents would take this voucher to any SChocil of their

choice which agreed to abide by the rule8 of the Voucher system. Each

school would turn its vouchers in fOr CaSh.

More specifically, the EVA t4bUld be a publicly accountable body

With either an elected or appointed governing board. EVAS Would

replace and perform the functions of local school boardS, although

nothing in this plan precludes local boards of education from becoming

the EVA for the area under their jurisdiction.

All fathiliee With elementary school aoe thildteh would be issued

one voucher per child. The value of the voucher would be equal to the

per-pupil expenditure of the public schools in the area; ParentS

could redeem these vouchers h any "approved school."

To be approved for receiving VoucherS And then cashing them in; a

school would have to minitally meet all existing state requirements

regarding curriculUt, Staffing, and the like, as well as civil and

Student rights provisions applicable to public; i.e., goVernMent tun

schools. In addition, participating sChOol8 Wbuld have to accept each

voucher as full payment for a child's edutatioh == Charging no

additional tuition-- accept all applicants and; in cases of

oversubscription, fill the first half of its sets by random selection,
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ahd fill the other half in such a way as to not discriminate against

racial/ethnic minorities. Moreover, "approved" schools would have to

agree to provide full disclosure of information about the receipts and

disbursement of voucher revenues on facilities, programs and pupil

outcOMe8.

Under this plan, any school, even if it is run by c private

organization, could participate in the voucher program. Howeveri any

school would forfeit its participation if it charged tuition above and

beyond the voucher. That is patticipating schools coUld hot have a

hybrid student body with some children attending via a publicly

subsidized voucher, and others paying tuition by private means. By

the same token, any public, "government-run" SChOol that did not

fUlfill the stringent public reporting and disclosure provisions would

also forfeit its right to participate as a voucher-approved school.

Families under this plan could still choose to purchase private

education whose costs exceeded the value of the voucher at schools

Which choge not to participate ih thiS ptogram. But once having made

this decision such families would forfeit the use of the public

Subsidy contained in the voucher. They could noti as they could in

Friedman's model, -pply the vouhcer towards defraying the cost of

tuition.

Finally, the regulated model provides an incentive provision for

schools to recruit and retain minorities: "schools which took children

from families below average incomes would receive additional incentiVe

yments. These 'compensatory payments might, for example, make the
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maximum payment for the poorest child worth double the basic voucher."

(Areens and Jencks, 1972:53)

Rationale

(1) Choide AS Empowerment; As was the case with Milton Friedman'S

model, the problem addressed by the regulated voucher iS

systematically unequal access among parents to what they see as

the best schOol8 for their children. However, Jencks and

colleagues argue that "an unregulated voucher system could be the

most serious setback for the education of disadvantaged childen in

the history of the United States." (Areens and Jencks, 1972:54)

Nonetheless, Jenck's "liberal" voucher model and Friedman's

"conservative" free-market model addreSS similar problems and

promise similar oenefits.

(2) Chdice and Diversity; Compulsory attendance at particular

schools introduces strong pOlitical fOrceS for homogeneity: "the

state, the local board and the school adminiStration have

established regulations to ensure that hb SchOOl Will do anything

to offend anyone of pOlitical consequence." (Areens and JenckS,

1972:50) The competition ensued by a voucher will allow the

system to "make tOoM fOr fundamentally new initiatives that come

froM the bOttom up instead of the top. And only if private

initiative is possible will the public sector feel real pressure

to make rooM fOr kinds of education that are politically awkward

but have a substantial constituency." If the private sector is invo



reflecting their special perspectives or their children's needS.

Thit ShoUld mean that the public schools will be more willing to

do the same thing -- though they will never be able tO 6C-COMM6dae

all parental preferences. Similarly, if the private sector is

involved, educators with new ideas -- or old ideas that are hoW

out of fashion in the public schools -- would alSO be able to set

up their own schools.

(3) Choice-and-Lower CoSt8. FriedMan argued that one consequence

of the monopolistic structure of public Schooling is that

pOlitical pressures to be responsible to a captive but

heterogeneous clientele force schools to spend mOre reSOurceS than

they need to by providing services to everybody that are only

demanded by sub-groups of parents. deii6ke., et ai.; -take thiS

argument one step further and defend their proposed iti-clu:tiOn of

private schools in the voucher plan by noting that under their

proposal "enrepreneurs who thought they COuld teach children

better and more inexpensively than the public schools would have

an opportunity to do." (0.51)

(4) Choice and School-Parent Relationships and Support for Public
_

Schools. Choice would promote more democratic accountability.

EXiSting political mechanisms create the situation that SChOols

"by trying to please everyone, end up pleasing no one." (p.51)

The same dispatities in income and knowledge that restrict

education choices among the poor, translate into weak politicl

influence and a lack of effeCtiveness in using existing mechanisms
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to express their educational preferences. Jencks, et al. do agree

that the voucher, by allowing more parents without mOah8 to Vote

With their feet, would "result in some shrinkage Of the 'public'

sector and some growth in the 'private' sector" but then argue

that the end result would be to make more schools more truly

public:

"If on the other hand, you confine this label 'public' to

schools which are equally open to everyone within commuting

distance, you discover thit the so-called public sector

includes relatively few public schools. Instead, racially

exclusive suburbs and economically exclusive nr_ighberhoods

Serve to ration access to good public schools in precisely

the same way that admissions committees and tuition charges

ration access to good 'private' schools; If you beoih to

look at the distinction between public and private schooling

in these terms, emphasizing accessibility rather than

control, you are likely to conclude that a voucher system,

far from destroying the public sector, would greatly exPand,

since it would force large numbers of SchoOlS public and

private, to open their doorS to outSiderS." (Areens and

JenckS, 1972:55)

(5) Cheide and Equity; The bonus incentive would push "approved

voucher" schools to actively recruit and retain low-income

students thereby promoting both radial and socioeconomic
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integration. Parents' ability to cross residential boUndaries

would similarly promote racial integration, as would the

regulations governing random selectiOn and Minority set aside in

cases of more applicants than seats to a voucher approved school.

Implementation and Evaluation Information

This model did receive a teSt of SOrts in several communities in

the early to mid-1970s, most notably the Alum ROck SChddl diStrict in

San Jose, California; The Alum ROck pilot demonstration project was

the culMination of the sathe United States Office of Economic

Opportunity Thitiative that cOMmissioned Christopher Jencks and his

C011eagUOS at the Center for the Study of Public Policy to develop the

model of the regulated VoUcher. The resulting multi-volume

evaluatiOnS Of the pilOt Alum Rock project represent one of the major

sources of research evidence on the effects of parent choice. PleASe

see Research Brief No. 3, in Section Four below* and consult

references to Bridge and Blackman (1978), CappelI (1981), and Weilor,

et al.; (1974) in the biliography in SeCtion Five.
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MODEL THREE:

PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE

Basic Reference

The public school of choice model was firSt and most fully

developed in Mario Fantini's Public Schools of Choice: A_Plan for-the

Reform of American Education (1972). All page references in the

subsequent discussion ate to this work.

The Basic Model

Fantini proposes an internal voucher Ohablimj parents Lo choose

the public school within the existing struCtUre that best meets the

educational preferehces of the faMily and the learning styles of itS

children. The prOpoSal is sometimes referred to as an "internal

voucher" (p.20) althoUjh there is actual vouchering involved, school

funds go directly to buildings and do not follow pupils a8 in the

Friedman and Jencks proposalS. The basic elements of the Fantini

model are as follows:

(1) Participation iS open to all families with school-age

children;

(2) ChOice iS limited to schools already ih the public sector, but

not to schools as they are but to shoolS a8 they woUld becorne if each

intentionally diversified its protat and approach in response to

distinct kinds of parehtal preferences. Furthermore, the

diversification would be a planned process and not an accidental,

FROM: Parent Choice: A_Digest of the Research, _prepared by the Inititiite for Responsive_ Education,_ 605
Commonwealth Aventie,_flOSton, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309-Workon this_ publication was made possible by a
grant from the U.S; Department of Education, Grant Nei. (X)85=104=14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US Department of Education.
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hoped-for outgrowth of competitiOn tOSUlting ftOm the kind of

open enrollment provided fOt in Friedtan'S Model. "The Public Schools

of Choice" model Would provide the individual parent, student and

teacher with direct choice among alternatiVe edUdational forms --

those now in existence and others yet to be deVeloped -- all within

the framework of the public educatioh systet." (0.39)

(3) Open access tO all: "nO public alternative school or program

within a school 8ite cAn prattide ek-clUsivity." (pA2)

(4) All schools no mattet how distinctive and "alternative" muSt

SUbSttibe to a comprehensive set of common minimum objectives.

(5) Fiscal equality: "each new alternative must be develOped And

able to operate on a financial level equivalent to the per capita cost

of the school district as a whole." (0.43)

RatIonale

Like Friedman ard Jencks, Fantini sees more parent choi e as a waV

of empowering the powerless But being powerless does not simply mean

hOt having the financial means to purchase alternative odutatiOn in

the public sector. Being powerless also means being A permanent

minority with respect to having one's educational preferences

teCOgnized in a uniform system of schooling. Hence, parent choice

within the public sector is a logical and powerful eXtehSiOn of

citizen and parent movements for community control of schoOlS.

Fahtini's plan takes that one step further and ptovidet fOt family

control of education. "Communities" in Fahtini's scheme are defined
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by shared interests in a particUlar kind of education. Hence, the

need for diversity in order to respond to family differences in what

counts as quality education and to respond to difference-8 in learning

style is the driving force behind Fantini's call for the expantion of

parent choice;

Because of the eMPhaSit on diversity, Fantini iS Igainst ihahiding

private tthOolS in his choice scheme because, at worst, unregulated

vcuchert WOUld Create a two-tier system of education, much like what

exists in health care (p.3()), and at best the ensuing competition i8

no guarantee of the kind of diversity needed tO take tChoOling as

diverse as the learning styles of children. He argues:

"... the basic problem is really the creation Of Valid

legitimate eduCational alternatives. In supply and demand

terms, we now have high demand but a limited 8UpOly. The

voucher plan ig a proposal whiCh assumes that demand will

effect gupply. But we have h d some experience with similar

efforts in other fields; For example, opportunities Ottered

by Medicaid and the GI Bill (new demand) did relatively

little to create new or more relevant health and OdUcatiOn

programs (supply). What did happen was that already eXisting

alternatives were made more available to the con8umer."

(pages 27-28)

The "Public Schoolt of Choice" model, on the other hand, offer8

the f011owing benefits:

(1) Choice_and Costs. Becaute lack of alternatives makes
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pt0f4StiOnal educators try to ensure that the "standa7d

educational process" wotks for all children. Fantini writes: "...

MUCh Of their time and talent is consumed in reffiediel efforts....

Enormous amounts of effort and resources are spent on mounting

compensatory efforts" because "standard" services do not 8uit many

students;

(2) Choice and DiversitY. The need for diversity is the

cornerstone of Fantini's proposal. That ptopoSal bUilda in

planning for intentional divetSificatiOn as a key element of t e

plank and not, as in the Friedman and Jencks models, as a

predicted outcome.

(3) Choice and Ppj1 Achievement. The Friedman and jetiCka rnbdéls

were relatively silent on the pupil effectS bf theit teSpectiVe

voucher proposals; Implicitly, assumptions about better services

fot pupils Wéré made in both proposals, but the causal links were

not spelled Out. Fantini offers two arguments in favOr of why

choice through diversity can enhance pupil achievement: (i) a

better match between pupil learning style and school teaching

style can eliminate many of the causes of School failUte; and

the ability to choose increases pupil SenSe of self-esteem and

efficaCy and this iMptóves academic achievement. Specifically:

"..; by actually giving the individual learner (and patent)

the right to choose, the educational altetnatiVe that he

feels is best suited to him, we are providing him with a

sense of control over his own destiny. Psychologists are now
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:ovealing that 'fate control' -- the ability Of an indivY]ual

to sense control over his deStiny it batid to all motivation

ahd achievement." (p.77)

(4) Choice and Public and Patental_Support for Public Sdhools,

Limiting choice to within the public sector accOMpliSheS the

parent empowerment aims of vouchet propbtals without the attendant

political strife. PubliC alternative schools and programs create

natutal totMunities based on shared interest and commitment t6

the SChool's distinct program. Publit alternative schools and

programs, because they are smalleto breed Iess alienation than

homogeneous bureacratid school systems.

(5) Chi:Ace And Equili; The intetnal voucher or the open

entollment scheMe envisioned by Fantini removes the tesidential

basie of segregation. It i8 Mote likely than compulSory busing

create integtation rather than merely desgregation because

alternative schools of chOice Create a common intereSt over and

above the separation caused by ace.

Implementation and Evaluation -Data

While no school system has adopted Fantini's model, many school

SyStems in the past decade and a half have developed llternative

public school programs. Still others have developed magnet ;,chool

programs whose guiding philosophy is very much akin to that of

Fantini's "Public Schools of Choice" model. Much of what we know

about the potential impact of expanding parent choice comes ',it -;f
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research and evaluation studies of alternative and magnet schools.

The major studies that yield research evidence on the claims .nade by

Fantini can be found in Briefs Nos. 1, 6-8, and 10 in Section Four

below.
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MODEL FOUR:

FAMILY CHOICE

Ptimaty Reference

The "family choice mode iS one of the most far-reaching

proposalS for choice and is similar to that of Milton FriedMan (see

Policy Mddel No. 1, "The Unregulated Voucher," abOVe) but is without

-;_-the potential inequities of the unregulated voucher identified by
1_

Friedman's many critics. The primary reference is: J.E. Coons and

S.D. Sugarman, Education By ChOidei The Case fot_Family-Control

(Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1979).

Scope o-C-ho i ce

The "faMily control" model envisions public subsidies fibt Choi-de

Ahloho public schools, across school districts, and betweeh pcivate and

pUblid schools* provided that such schools meet cettain licensing and

dettification criteria* among which is full diScloSUte of financial,

pupil outcome and school inpUt data to a public agency whose

responsibility would be to collect and disseminate consumer protection

infotmation enabling parents to rtlike intelligent choices.

FROM: Parent_ Choice: A_ Digest of_ the Researth, prepared by the Institute_foriResponsive Education, 605Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work on this pUblicatton Was made possible by agrant from the U.S. Department of Education, Grant No. 0085 -104-14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Education.
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Problems_to_Be_Solved_By_Choice

The first issue is one of equity in school finance. CO0h8 and

Sugarman argue that their version of the school voucher (1979:xii):

"provides equal educational resources to all children,

regardless of their family's residential mobility, or

economic ability to afford private school."

And; they argue (op.. cit.) that:

. . . once the state undertakes to provide truly equal

educational resources to children of all its residents, any

solutions other than a voucher system, in which individual

parents and children can exercise a wide range of choice

involves serious complications that are difficult to resolve

short of full state control o educational decisions."

In addition to, and in an important sense Irrespective of the

school finance equity considerations raised above, Coons and Sugarman

advance another argument based on the centrality of the family's

putative right to choose the content of their children's education:

"Family choice for the non-rich could lead to the end of the

American double standard: among those who can afford private

school; society leaves the goals and means Of educatidh to

the family; for the rest of eociety the ihfbrmihg prihbiplee

are politically determined and implemented through compulsory

assignment to a particular public school." (Coons and

Sugarman, 1979:2)
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The_Famlly_Control Choice Model

Each school-age Child wbuld be entitled to a "scholatShip

certificate" (a vbUdher) redeemable at any public or private School

chosen by the child's family, which meets certain minimum

requirements.

ttio6 -ecit.iiemen-ts include State edUdation SgenCy approval and

certification that the approved schnols:

Are not patently discriminatory with respect to race and/or sex

Meet minimum state standards, currently applicable to all

public schools, with respect to curriculum and Staffing

Comply with "full disclosure provisions"

The "family-control" model would create a "Federal Trade

Commission type" of governMeht agendy with information about student

outcomes; financial a -d gOVernance sttuctures, curriculuM and tea-Ching

Style emphasis, and its criteria for successful accomplish of school

goals -- infOrmation which will be used in government agency

sponsored; and not individual school sponsored efforts to package and

diSSeMinate information which will enable parents to make more

intelligent Choices.

Participating schools which meet the aboVe CertifidatiOn/licensing

requirement8 could inClUde pUblid SdhoOlS, reli0ously affiliated

schools, and other nOn-affiliated private schools whether they are

for-profit or non-profit enterpriSes.

Participating and certified schools could charge Any tuition they

chose within a specified range.
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Families could choose any cne Of the partidipating schools,

private or public, including pUtlid SdhoolS which are in the family's
_

"assigned" attendance area, elsewhere in the school district, and they

could choose public schools outside of the di-Strict in Which they

reside.

The subsidy available tO fatilieS Would include the costs of

transportation. The size of the SubSidy to each family would depend

on two factors: (i) the tuition level of the school chosen, and (ii)

the faMily's income. In more detail, the scheme would work as follows

(p. 198):

Every family would have to provide some portion of its private

income towards tuition costs; In the cage of the pooreSt family

this could be as low as a $10 a yeat dOntribution.

A poor family WoUld pay $200 towards tuition at a school of its

choosing with a tuitiOh of $1600. In that case the government

wOuld SubSidite the remaining $1400.

Under the Same Sdhete, a middle income family would pay the

initial $800 for a $1200 school, with the state picking up the

remaining $400.

Participating schools, once they have been certified, wOUld not

be able to charge tuition above what hae been approved and would

not be allowed to enr011 StudentS Whose families were willing to

pay for tuition add-ohg.

Ih this respect, Coons and Sugarmans' proposal is closer in Spirit

to that of the regulated voucher, see Policy Model No. 2 above. In



k

distancing themselves from Milton Friedman'S unregulated voucher

proposal they argue that:

. the .effect Of Friedman's proposal is plain. Families-

Unable tO add extra dollars [i.e., to the scholarship subsidy

as proposed in the Coons and Sugarman model] would patroniZe

those schools which charged no tuition aboVe the voucher,

while wealthier families would be able to distribute

themselves among the more expensive schools. What is today

merely a personal choice, secured entirely with private

funds, would become an invidious privilege assisted by

goVernment." (Coons and Sugarman, 1979:191)

Rationale

SIL/ksiLAtij_JaLa

First, for reasons summarized above, Coons and Sugarman argue that

their plan would equalize family choices by eliminating inequalitieS

due to income and residential mobility.

Second, with respect to the question of how their plah, if

implemented, would impact on the question of racial desegregation,

COOnS and Sugarman offer the following arguments and observations: (1)

integration plans which combine choice with compulsion are at least as

successful as plans relying on compulsion alone; (ii) the existing

evidence suggests that neither "compulsion-only," or

"compulSion-with-choice" plans have been totally successful in

eliminating all minority Schools; and, that furthermore (iii) the



latter situation "is n t to be deplored if enrollment is truly

voluntary. (Coons and Sugarman, 1979:92)

Choice_and_Diversity and_School-Ja_rent Relationshilas

The type of parent choice advanced in th "family control" model

would, it is alleged, simultaneously promote diversity and improve

School-parent relationships.

-;
Diversity would be promoted because of the inclusion of private

schools in the proposed plan. Specifically, only private schools can

provide the religious insttucticiti and character education which is

highly valued by some parenta, but not universally endorsed by

all. Moreover, because public schools, in their attempts to be

accountable and responsive, are forced to program to the lowest common

denominator "private schools offer parents the most viable option to

what is officially considered to be an off=beat education." (Coons

and Sugarman, 1979:153)

Also, the inclusion of private schools would create the

competitive pressure that would lead to more diversity by spurring all

schools, including public schools, to be more innovative.

Specifically with respect to public schools, Coons and Sugarman

(1979:154) argue that "public schools are rarely permitted to die of

unpopularity. Thus, their incentive to innovate is meager."

The diversity and choice Which could be provided by the

implementation of the fatily-control model would also, it is argued,

improve school-parent relationahips by eliminating the perennial
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source of conflict between family's particUlariStic educational goals

for their children, and public schools' "lowest-coMmon-denominator"

drive goals and programs, whicR; beCause there have to be designed to

appease everyone; end up plea8ing ho one. More specifically, Coons

and SUgarman argue that (1979:101):

"Were a Workable system of choice installed, the family

without wealth cOuld make its non-majoritarian views heard

Without resort to the picket line and the street . . . In

having a school that represented their views, those families,

for the first time in thiS Century, would acquire access to

one of the major forumS in which our natimal identity is

delineated."



MODEL FIVE:

PEACEFUL USES OF VOUCHER

Primary Reference

P.M. Lines, "Peaceful Uses for Tuition Vouchers," Equity and

Choice, Volume Two, N . 3, June 1986.

Sdope of Choice

"Peaceful uses" refert tO Voucher proposals which ate likely to

pass muster With the established educational interest groupE who have,

Up to the time of this writing, been unalterably opposed to any

hitherto proposed voucher schemes.

With respect to scope, the current policy proposal is unlimited in

terms of what schools would participate: participants include public

and private SChOolS Of eVery stripei

With respect to families that would participate, this polidy

proposal is targeted and limited to families of "Sub=popUlations" of

StudentS, i.e., those students who are not well-served by the system

as it currently exists. These sub-populations include: initially

low-achieving and disadvantaged pupils -- i;e;, Chapter 1 eligible

students; special needs pupils; at=riSk pupils who are potential or

FROM: Parent Choice: A_Digest of the Receattkiprepared by the Institute for_ Responsive_ Education,_ 605
Commonwealth Avenue, Eloston, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work on this publication was made possible_by a
grant from the US Department of Ethitaticin, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US Department of Education.
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actual dropouts -- and minorities.

The_Model

In its essentials, Patricia Line8' tddel is an application of the

"regulated voucher model" targeted at the special populations as

described above.

TWo examples, one actually Implemented, the other on the

Congressional agenda at the time of the puolication of this peaceful

uses oE vouchers proposal exemplify the approach Lines proposes.

The firSt is represented in the state of Washington's "Second

Chance Program," in which school dropouts are provided with a voucher

enabling them to re-enter the schooling system and attend alternative

education clinics which can be run by public schoo18, non-profit

private schools, or for-profit private schools.

The second is represented by the United States DepartMent Of

Education's TEACH (The Equity and Choice Act) bill filed in December

1985. TEACH proposed to convert Chapter 1 grants intO VOUChers which

went directly to the families of Chapter 1 eligible children. The

value of the voucher was set at $600 -- at about the average cost of

tuition at a non-elite private elementary school; Recipient families

could use thiS votichet to pick any school of their choice or continue

to go to their assigned public school and use the voucher to purchase

SuppleMentary after-school services for their children.
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MODEL SIX:

CONTROLLED CHOICE

Primary-Reference

National Governors' AssociatiOn (1986). Time for-Results: The

Governors' 1991 Report on Education. Washington: National Governore'

Association for Policy Research and Analysis.

ScoPe of Choice

ThiS National Governors' Association (NGA) Task Force proposal

discusses the concept Of "edUCation dollars following pupils," i.e

the core concept of a VOucher, but stops short of using the tert

voucher. And like Matib Fantini's model, it emphasizes choice within

the public SChdols. B t unlike Fantini's public SdhoOls of choice

plan, the NGA proposal envisions inter-disttitt Choide and includes

controls on enrollmentS in order to ensure racial balance.

Problem Being Addressed

The opening passages of the NGA Task Force Report states that

(NGA, 1986:67)

"We propose an idea in the great American tradition: that y u

FROM: Parent_ Choice: A Digest of the 000-Mk_ prepared by the Institute_ for Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston; MA02215; (617) 353-3309. Work on this publication was made possible by agrant from the US. Department Of Education, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinions eicpreised
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.
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can increase excellence by increasing choice"

and that:

"Our model of compUltOry, packaged education, as it now

eXittt, it an enemy of parent involvement and responsibility

siMOly because it allows no choice."

Choice in the NGA ptoposal iS Seen as the antidote for eroding

public support fot public edUtation. Providing parents with choice

WoUld ttrengthen their commitment to the school they chose; When

patents are allowed to choose, schools would become more respontive.

The Model

The NGA proposal for controlled choiCe it hot Of a blue-print for

any particular scheme; Rather it it A tet of Principles governing any

subsequent initiatives for mote patent Choice within the public

sectot. These include the following (NGA, 1986:86-88);

(1) State And locally generated tax funds for education should

follOW ttudents.

(2) StUdentt should be able to choose any public schOol Within

their ditttict or another district, as long as their enrollment in A

school does adversely affect racial balance.

(3) High school studentt ShOuld be Able to attend accredited

public post-secondary degree=granting institutions during their junior

and senior yeats.

(4) State funds will pay for all transportation costs involved in
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alloWing families the maximum of choice.

(5) State education agencies would provide schools with technical

astistance in order to develop distinct programs retponding to the

parents desire for educational diversity.

(6) State educatiOn agendiet Would develop methods of providing

information and counseling to families withing to trantfer their

children,

;

Rationale

First, allowing parents to have Choices would increase their

support for public sChoOlt.

Second, choice can promote excellent-6 because it allows schools to

be different. Thit providet for that shared sense of mission, among

staff and parents, each Of whom has chosen that school betaute of its

tente of mission, which the research has found to be a key ingredient

of instructionally effective tchOOlt.

Third, diversity better terVet Student needs and reduces school

community conflict. ChOide allows schools to be different and

provides students with different learning environments, environmentt

i
which corrsepond to the variety of student learning styles. Choice s

also a response "to the challenge . . . that Americans have high, and

sometimes contradictory expectations of their schools." (NGA, 1986:69)
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SECTION THREE:

THE ISSUES AND THE EVIDENCE

This section addresses the question: what do We teAlly know as a

result of hard research and evaluation data, as opposed to anecdote

and special pleading, about the actual or potential impact of

expanding parent choice?

While ideologues, advocates and philoSciphical critics of parent

Choice may argue about the subtleties raised by the question, "Whose

kid is this anyway?" the concerns of public SchOol Officials lie

elsewhere. Their question, repeatedly raiced in publiC testimony, at

conferences and arid ih the literature repreSenting the

_viewpoints of school practitionetS, WOUld choice help to

save/improve or sabotage/overwhelM our system of public schools?

Many Of thOse who argue that choice will help SiVe and improve
_

public schools often reSt their case, as we saw in Section Two, on the

benefits of competition engendered by expanding opportunitieS for

choice.

Competition, then, iS what is most often favored and feared in

debate about choice at the level of policy and practice, rather than

philosophy .

In one way or another; the seven teSearth SumMaries below shed

light on this issue of competition. Fot CoMpetition to have its

potentially benefiCial effetts, the "consumers," (parents doing the

choosing) would have to be more or less eager to Shop around and would



have to be reasonably knowledgeable about the intended differences in

the products being offered.

Summaries 2 and 3 presented below all collect and digest the

available evidence on "consumer" opinions, preferences and behavior.

Summaries 4 through 7 c011ect the available evidence on "producer"

behavior, on all of those good results that choice advocates of All

Stripes argue would or should occur as a result of expanding parent

Chbicer namely: increased equity, increased diversity and

reSponsiveness to the pluralism of parental preferences, improved

pupil achievement and performance, and increased parent and community

choice.

The first summary collects what evidence there is for answering

the question: what are the additional coStS of providing parents with

more choice?
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RESEARCH SUMMARY

NO. 1 CHOICE AND COSTS

THE ISSUES

We begin Our set of seven research summaries with the topic Of

costs; because financial con5ideratiOn8 ate often the first question

and the laSt line Of oPposition to expanding parent choice on the part

Of detiSibninekers and analysts alike. The issue is compounded because

School financing schemes vary so much State by State.

THE EVIDENCE

Unfortunately, there iS much more debate than data on the i88t10 of

costs.

(1) ClinChy (1986); in a nationwide telephone survey of 16 School

districts that offered some form of parent choice; found that

toSt diStriCt ianàgérs could not, because of the way schools keep

their accounts; disaggregate the extra costs of providing choice.

These extra costs were all fractions Of administrator and support

Staff and parent information positions Which would have existed

anyway. Transportation is Of cOUrse a key cost but many states

pick up a Major portion of the tab and the question becomes added

FROM: Pakent Ch. e: A Ditett of the ROSEArcli, prepared by the Institute_ for:Responsive_ Education, 605
Cothinonwealth Avenue; Boston; MA02215; (617) 353-3309: Work on thit publication WAS made_ possible by agrant from the US. Department Of EdutatIon, Grant No. 0085-10414. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.



cost to whom.

(2) The most recent nationwide study of magnet schools (Biank,

1984a) found that per-pupil costs in magnet schools were $59

higher than in non-magnet schools in the same diStrict. BUt hiS

cost-differential declined after the first two start- p years

although magnets continued to be more expensive because of two

factors: (a) transportation, and (b) the contingent fact that

magnets tended to have more senior and hence higher salaried

teaching staff.

(3) The most recent and comprehensive survey of public

alternatives schools, found that in 62 percent of the cases, per

pupil costs are equal to or less than in other schools in the same

di-Strict. (Raywid, 1982)

THE INFORMATION BASE

See Research Brief Nos; 2, 3; and 8 in SectiOn Four below.

References with information on this issue include Blank, 1984a;

Clinchy, 1986; and Raywid, 1982.



RESEARCH SUMMARY

NO. 2 DO PARENTS WANT MORE CHOICE?

ISSUES

DO parents want more choice? If so, what kinds of parentS want

more choice?

The latter question is essential in evaluating the equity and

eMpoWerthent impacts of the various proposals to extend choice

described in Section Two above.

THE INFORMATION BASE

Resear-ch clues providing answers to the above question8 come fi7om

a vatietv of parent opinion poll data These include:

A 1985 Gallup poll Survey of 1522 households nationwide (Gal up,

1985)

NCES (National Center for Education Statistics) data a8

summarized in Finn, 1985

Rand Corporation studies of the Alum Rock public School Voudher

experiment (Weiler, et al.i 1974: and Bridge and Blackman, 1978)

See Research Brief No. 3 in Section FOUr beloW.

A NatiOnal InStitute of Education nationwide telephone interview

FROM: Parent Choice: A Digest of the Research, pcepaied by_ the Institute for Responsive Education,_ 605
Commonwealth Avenue; Boston, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work on this publicatiOn was made possible by a
grant from the US. Department of Education, Grbilt No. 0085-10444. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Education.
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survey of 1223 parents of public and private school children

gathering their reactions to a tuition tax credit proposal;

Williams, et al. (1983). See Research Brief No. 4 in Section

Four below.

A telephone interview survey of 476 households in the greater

metropolitan atea of Minneapolis-St. Paul, gatheting family

responses to and participation in Minnesota'S existing tuition

tak -credit plan. Darling-Hammond and Kirby, 1985. See Research

Brief No; 4 in Section Fout beloW.

TelephOne interView With 544 BOSton parents of public and

non-public School children designed to discover how much

interest there would be in being able to choose a

non-neighborhood school. Citywide Educational CoalitiOn, 1985.

Interviews with 48 families whose children are jUst abOut to be

enrolled fOr the first time in a small Midwest city with some

limited choices. Uchitelle, 1978. See Brief No. 11 in Section

Four below.

THE EVIDENCE

General Conclusion

From the above mixture of national, regional and local school

system opinion poll data two general conclusions do emerge: One is

"yes," parents do want more choice. And "yes." the poor and

minorities especially want more choice and actively exercise that

choice when the opportunity arises.
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Who Wants More Choice

The 1985 Gallup Poll found that pUblid support for vouchers has

been increasing. Among parents who have Children in schools, fully 51

percent support the voucher idea.

Eighty percent of the parents in the Boston survey (CWEC, 1985)

indicated that they would consider switching oUt Of their ASSigned

neighborhood school in order to get A "better education." That same

study found that low-income whitet Ate the least likely to transfer

from their assigned neighborhood schools, while blacks were most

likely to express an ihtereSt tb transfer, to exercise choice.

A similar pattern iS reVealed in the Gallup Poll data on support

for vouchers. Inner city blacks were the strongest supportetS Of

vouchers; 59 percent in favor, as opposed to 51 percent in favor on

the part of all parents, And 45 perdent on the part of the population

in general. Support for vouchers decreased with increasing SES: the

least Supportive Sub-,group were college-educated whites.

W o WoUld Exercise Choice. and_Under_What-Conditions

The general evidence is that given the right kind of SupOort and

opportunity low-income minorities would disproportionately exerCi80

Choice and hence benefit from it. Here are some clues in support of

that conclusion.

U6hiEelle' (1978) s6lay of choice behavior in a SYSEeth Without

outreach and parent information systems, found that minorities

tended to have lower levels of information about and hence lower



levels of participation in that community's choice plan.

A similar pattern occurred the first year of the Alum Rock

voucher experiment (Weiler, et al., 1974) but as the system

improved its parent information services the gap narrowed and

over time blacks were the most likely group to exercise choice

and request between school transfers (Bridge and Blackman,

1978).

Factor analyses of enrollment in private schools by income and

race show that as income levels rise blacks are

disproportionately more likely to enroll their children in

private schools. (Catterall, 1982; Finn, 1985; Gemello and

Osmon, 1982).

The poor, blacks and Hispanics are twice as likely to make use

of a tuition tax credit and change where they send their

children to school, as is the population at large. (Williams et

al., 1983)

Public-andP-rivate SchoolS

Public opinion poll and survey data show that there are solid

patternS 6f preferences for either public or private schools

suggesting deeply entrenched parent interests which are impervious to

any of the kinds of public policy initiative:, described in Section Two

above.

The NIE and Minnesota studies of possible and actual family

reactions to a tuition tax credit found that over half of the public
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school parents surveyed would not transfer to the private sector under

any circumstances. (Williams et al., 1987 and Darling-Hammond and

Kirby, 1985)

The Minnesota study found that the major determinant in choosing

private schooling was not a compatativa assessment of the choices

available among public and private schools, but parents own experience

of OriVate education. (Darling-Hammond and Kirby, 1985)

The Boston study did find that a significant proportion of private

SChool parents would consider going back intb the public system if

MOre Choices were available; But that SaMple includ_d a significant

proportion of first-time private School users.



RESEARCH SUMMARY

NO. 3 FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE

ISSUES

What faCtOra influence how parents make choices? Are there

systematic differences in the choices made by different groups of

baiehE as detined by race Or SdOicieCOndMic status?

Answers tO both Of these questions affect predictions as to the

iikeiY impact Of eXpanding parent choice on promoting educational

diversity and eqUityi in the sense of racial and socioeconomic

integrati. For examplei if patents clUater themselves according to

race and i 0=baSed preferehdes for particular brands of education

then the di :71ty made possible by choice could lead to

re--segregatir.

THE EVIVENCE

There is i?.Vidinc. that patents of different races and income

groups do cluster ileir ptei.erenceS fOr partidUlar kinds of schooling.

But this iS mitiate by the fact that programmatic crit ria are often

secondary in importance when parents chooSe Schoola.

FROM: Piren_t_Choke: A_Digest _of the Research, pee_parw by the Jnstitut_e_ for _ Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Mittnie,-116Stoti, MA 02215-, (617) 353-3309._Work on this publication was made possible by agrant from the US. DepartmqA ,sf Educttion, Grant N. 0085-104-14. The analyses and ophnons expressedherein do not however necessaril!, reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.
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Factors Influencing the Propensity to_Choose

(1) Income and Level of_Education: In the absence of patent

outreach and informational services, low-income and leSS=edudated

parents are less likely to avail themselves of choices that exist

(Uchitelle, 1978; Wieler, et al., 1974)

(2) Information Servicet: When School systems do reach out, the

gaps in levels of information by income and level of education

tend to disapi,ear over time. (Bridge and Blackman, 1978)

Factors-Influencin4-Choice

Almost all of the studies on this issue -- Darlih0=HAMMOnd and

Kirby, 1985; Bridge and Blackman, 1978; Mettp 1986; ROSSell, 1985;

Uchitelle, 1978; and Weiler et al., 1974 -- show the prevalence of

nOn==inStrUCtional criteria. The aggregate studies of parent choice

behavior in magnet schools and in other situation8 of choice show the

following hierarchy of criteria:

Logistics: school location, closeness to home, facilities

c-rnsiderations

&:ieral quality of education: good teachers, high students, high

test scores

Specific programrtic emphases and themes at the school.

Lorrevity uf Fxnerience w)rh Choice

oxce ciri to the at-.-)ve general pattern comes ftom the BoSton

thr.' 1avel of parent d interett in Choice (CWEC, 1985). In
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that study, general school quality criteria superceded logistic8 and

location in importance.

One possible explanatiOn is that that population h s had a long

period of experience with bUSing arkagnet education, both of which

had weakened the hold of the neighborhood school concept. Support for

this inference comes from eValuation data from Alum Rock (Bridge And

Blackman, 1978) whith thOwed that over time logiStital And general

quality dOnsiderations became less prominent, And an increasing

percentage (though still a m!n 2. parents cited diStrinct school

programs as the foremost critef -:ng choicea.

Systematic Differemces in What cs Choc4._e

(1) Ethaic and SOtioeconomic_Dittevencea in Curriculum

Preferences. Studies of Magnet schools and of the Alut Rock

voucher experiment revealed that there are distinct patterns of

preferences:

Higher-educated and uppsetincOMe whites favor eithet

child-centered developmental programs or highly competitive

school enVitonments.

Blacks and Hispanics favor traditional Move back to basics

programs, ar,. do lower income Whitea. (Bridge and Blackman,

1978; Metz, 1986; Rossell, 1985)

(2) Differences_Between_Public and PtiVate School_Parents

(a) With Respect to DeMogtaphic_Fattors: LevelS Of iht-ome

drive the propensity to enroll children in private, generally,
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except at the uppermost income levels. (Caterrall, 1982;

Darling=HAMmond And Kirby, 1985; Gemello and OSMon, 1982).

Controlling fOr iric:Omé, inner-city blacks, Catholics, and to a

lesser degree, Hispanics enroll in private schoolS At higher rateS

than the popUlAtibh at lat0e. (Fihh, 1985; Gemello and Osman, 1982)

(b) Comparisons_of Choice Behavior_Between_Private and Public

Schoal_Parents:

Private school patehts are no more discritinating with

respect to their analysis and knowledge of school

prograMS than are pUblic SchoOl parentS.

(Darling-Hammond and Kirby, 1985)

The most important factor determining a choice of

private schools is whether the parents themselves had

attended a private school. (Darling-Hammond and Kitby,

1985; Williams, et al., l§aj)

Of those parentS Who do make choices on the basis of

program, private school parents are more likely to cite

school climate, moral and religious education factors,

while public school parents are mote apt to cite

something special and distinctive about that school's

curriculum. (Finn, 1985; Gemello and Johnson, 1982)

CathOlic SdhoOl parents are just as likely to cite

"educational quality" as they are likely to cite

"religious instruction as a reason for their choice,

and in some cities ed6Cational consideratiOnS OiAweidh
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religious considerations. (CWECi 1985; Finn, 1985;

Datling-Hammond and Kirby, 1985; Gemello and Johnson,

1982)

THE INFORMATION BASE

Please see the following references in Section Five below: Bridge,

1978; Btidge and Blackman, 1978; Catterall, 1982; citywide EduCational

COalition, 1985; Darling-HamMond and Kirby, 1985; Gemello ahd

1982; Finn, 1985; Metz, 1986; ROSsell, 1985; Uchitelle, 1978; Weiler,

et al., 1974; and Williams, et al., 1983;

For a more in=depth discussion of the research base suppottimj

theit cOntlUSionsi please see Research Brief Nos. 3, 4, 6, 9, and 11

in Section Four below.



RESEARCH SUMMARY

NO. 4 CHOTCE AND MUITY

ISSUES

Does choice promote equity?

This is a rather broad ahd, a8 ttated, unmanageable question,

although proponentt And opponents of the various plans for choice

often use the term equity ir its near synonyms as if their meaning wat

crystal clear.

Our summary of the research evidence belOW Will be organized

around the more manageable and OMpiriCally testable questions of:

Raie parent c jice plah8 ptomoted desegregatior.

Has the intrOdOttion of choice led to resegregation either by

race or by class?

WOUld the expansion of parent choice, including various

subsidies for familiet to Choose private education lead to

tesragregstion?

Dbet indresed promote equity in ttUdent outcomes and

equlty 1.A scr rc=2.:Dpontivéness to the educational aspirations

or che less pcwH Lui groupt of parents in our ociety?

T.1200M: Parent Crwice:- A 04.tegt 6f the Research, _prepared by_ the Institute for Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue; tsosion; MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Wizifric oh thiS pUblkation was made possible by a
;;rant from the U.S. Depment Of Education, Grant No, 0085-104-14: The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do hot however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.
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THE EVIDENCE

Have_Parent_ hp-ice-Plans-Promoted-Desegregation?

Based on the most comprehensive and rigorous available studies of

magnet schools -- e.g., Blank (1984a); and New York State (1985) --

the answer is "yes." In both studies, the magnet schools were as

racially balanced balanced as their district as a whole, and since

the inception of the magnet schools the other schools in the "host"
_

distriCts have improved their racial balance. But, in all cases,

magnet school programs were part and parcel of a larger desegregation

ptogram with elements of compulsory re-assignment and controlled

access to tite schools of choice being studied.

Has _th_e_Introduction_of_ Choice_Led_to_Resegregation by Class ot Race?

The best available clueS to anSwering thiS qUettion, come from the

Rand Corporation studies of Alum Rock (Bridge and Black,-an, 1978;

Capell, 1981), and the Public School Alternative Ploject's nati-onwide

survey of public alternative schools (Raywii, 1982).

The Rand corporation studies of AlUM Rock foUnd that:

At the end of the voucher experiment, all Of the SChOol8 in the

district, inclOdihg SchbOlt Which did hot participate in the

experiment, were more racially balanced than before;

All Of the Mini-school programs which provided parents with

choices, were as balanced as the district as a whole; with the

eicceptibh of the multicultural option which attracted a

disproportionate number of Hispanic students.
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Raywid's stUdy of pUblid alternative schools found that with

retpect to economic segregation:

' One third of them are mixed rather than single-class schools;

Altott an equal proportion are distinctly working-class schoolt:

A fourth are distinctly middle-class schools.

Koule the ansion of ChOice, Includin Subsidies_for Private

Education; Lead to Resegregation?

The ;'pOthetiCal expaw2ion in question is a COMOOtite of

'ovint such as those contined it the NGA propos...1 for controlled

, Ice (see Policy Mode: O. 6, in Section Two above) which would make

,=t:y- public scol in a TLate-suppo7ted system of edUCation a school

of choice, tuition ax credits, and some version of regulated and

peaceful U.s.e:; of VOudh-! models as proposed in Policy Mode). No8. 2 and

5 in Section 2 Above.

Based on the analyses of what is now known aboUt parents' choice

behavior as contained in Research Summary No.'s 2 and 3 aboVe, the

conclUtiOn it that any currently politically feasible initiatiVet to

expand parent choice through some sort Of Subtidiet fOr priVate

schooling would have a margin-ctl, And potsibly, slightly positive net

effect in terms of equity.

Thit COnclUtiOn is based on the ..ollowing re-atoning:

Parent choices as to whether to enroll in private ot publit

sChools are relatively 'inelastic' With e'.:s.peCt to the varoius

incrementally feasible initiatives to subsidize private choice.
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' Based the evidence now availabl , provisions such as tuition

tax credits, would merely provide a windfall of financial relief

to those families who have already and will continue to

subscribe to private education.

At the same time, those same provisions would enable low-income

and minority parents to exercise an option hitherto unavailable

-- namely to exercise the option lc,wer-class and black

"flight" 1 educational Situat_ 7lich are deemed
_

unsatsifactory.

Data from the Boston study (CWEC, 1985) show that expansion o

choice in the public, cOUld bring the Moat recent practioners of

"white" and "middle-class flight" from the public sChools.

Final note: the ethical balance is not clear. Whether the

windfall available to those whose economic means, and possibly

prejudices have enabled and led them respectively, to choose private

education is equal to the incre:sed opportunities for the poot and

minorities to do the same, albeit fbt different reasons, is not a

matter that can be settled by research;

Does Increased Choice Promote Equit in Student OutcomE.1?

The issue here is: are parents' hopes that their child will do

better in achobla tkat they have chosen confirmed by the research.

The answer is "yes," or "at least as well." Research providing clues

on this is summarized in Research Summary No. 6 below; That summary

will focus on what is known about student outcomes in educational



setting8 provided for in parent choice plans;

DOeS Choice Make Schools More ReSponsive _to_the Educational

Preferences of the Least PowerfUl Parents:1

"LeaSt 00Wetful" in this context means not only minotities and

low-income parents, but also those whO, irrespective of their SES are

in the minority with respect to their educational preferences

vis-a-vis the prevailing philoSOphy of the school district in which

they teside Ot the public school to which they are assigned. Research

addtessing this issue is summarized in ReSearch Summary No. 5 below.

TNFORMATION BASE

More analySi8 Of the issues raised in this summary can be founc'; in

Reseatch SUttary Nos. 2i 3, 5 and 6 below.

Additional back-up and analySia can be found in Research Brief

Nos. 2 3 7, and 8 in Section Four beloW.

Citations in Section Five, belOW, whiCh speak explicitly to the

equity issues addtessed above include: Blank (1984a); Bridge .rld

Blackman, 1988; Cappell, 1981; Metz, 1986; and New York State 11985).
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RESEARCH SUMMARY

NO. 5 CHOICE, COMPETITION AND DIVERSITY

ISSUES

Those who argue that expanding the opportunities for parents to

eXertite choice would improve schools make several key assumptions

abou'. how schools would respond to increased :)ppoctunities for chOite.

First, parent choice would induce schoolS to compete for parents,

on the assumption that more enrollment is better than less.

Second, this competition would induce schools to diffetentiate

their offerings, thereby providing parents with more options and

providing StudentS With a variety of learning settings. This vari-.?ty

corresponds to what learning theOty and research has identified as

necessary to provide e-:h child with the setting that best meett

her/his 'earning style.

In terms of broad policy issues, these claims can be reduced to

the qUeStions of: Does choice lead to diversity? Does more choice

load to COmpetition which would induk..e schools to provide foe mote

diversity?

In terms of the available research evidence these questions need

to be refined intc, pcnpositions for which, in principle, at least

FROM: Parent Choice A _Digefo _o_f the Researdv_prepired by the Institute for Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 0215, (617) 353-3309. Work on this publication was made possible by a
grant from the U.S. Department of Education, Grant No. 0085-:04-14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Education.
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there can be ir,mpirical answers. Hence, we will summarize the evidence

on whetiLer:

Patent choice plans are associated with more diversity.

This diversity is a result of more competition resulting from

the ekiStence of parent choice.

More parent choice would result in more competition leading to

more diversity.

THE EVIDENCE

Are Parent Choice Plans Associated_With_More Diversity?

The answer, based on evidence arising froM Studies of magnet

SchOolS (Blank, 1984a; NeW York State, 1985; Metz, 1986), of the Alum

Rock voucher experiments (Bridge and Blackman, 1978), and alternative

sdhools (RayWid, 1982) -- is an unequivocal "yes."

Is Diver ompetitionRestating from the

Introduction_of_Parent_Choice?

The answer, hesed on the research canvaSSed and 2,:ieted in this

digest, is "we don't know."

Magnet schools and alternative schools ate hiStorically Set to

meet an immediate problem deegteoation, What tb do With Students

who don't fit into the regular program, or how to deal with parents

who are too vocal to be ignored but whose preferences don't fit into

the mainstream.

The overall trend within magnet school and alternative sChool
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programs and in the Alum Rock voucher experiments has been to increase

the number of alternatives; BUt the evidence inditates that this

trend is supply- rather than demand-driven: heW options are opened up

in response tO Staff interest rather than any measures or monitOring

of consumer demand. The Rand Corporation evaluators of the Alum Rock

VOUther experiment found evidence of tacit Staff Strategies to

restrict competition: optional programs that were at full or neat full

enrollment were not marketed us agressively as less popular programs.

Metz's (1986) study of magnet school programs found that where

school diStrict authorities were sensitive to competition and did

monitor consumer demand in the form of enrollment data and Waiting

list information, their reSponse led to less diversity. The least

popular of the .chOols in the st-Lid-y had Ehe most clistinctiVe progtaiii

and Was loyally supported by a core of parentS. But thi7t core was not

enough to keep the school viable as a magnet that could help the

district ag a Whole improve its racial balance. The tesult WaS that

this particular school was pressured to homogenize itS prOgraM ih Ehe

direction of the most popular magnet school in the Study dittrict, a

school which had the least distinctive program.

Would More Competition PrOvide for More Diversity?

Metz's (1986) finding that competition may; Under certain

conditions, redute rather than ieaaé diversi-ty tai8og SOMe serious

issues about whether cOMpetitioh either among public sthoolS, br

between public and priva e schools will have the 8Alutory effect of



inducing public schools to become more responsive; creative or

entrepreneurial. On thiS iSSue two Strands of research offer some

useful Clues.

Chubb and Moe's (1985) comparison of the instructional

effectiveness, program offerings and governance and environmental

context of private vs. public schools, found that private schools were

able to offer More diversity, i.e., more diStinctive programs, than

public schools.

One explanation lay with the IF.)t of parent choice. Since private

schools were cnoseni they could more accurately reflect the

preferences of their voluntary consumers rather than trying to achieve

lowest common denominator addressing the contradictory preferences

of a diverse and captive clientele.

Another explanation lay with the fact that; in an important sense,

private schools could also chose their parents. And, in general,

private schools had a more peaceful environment, on characterized by

less accountability to external authorities and less susceptibility to

contradictory outside influences which can interfere with the

development of a distinct program.

An additional clues as to what conditions can promote diversi:y is

found in Blank's (1984) and New York State's (1985) studies of magnet

SchoOlS. BOth Studie8 found that the most instructionally effective

magnet schools also had the most distinct and clear-cut program

emphases and school missions. And, that in each case this was

associated with special dispensations from district-wide procedures



and riorm providing these schools with the greater building leVel

autonomy and a more "peaceful" environment, characteriatiC of pi-ivate

schools.

THE INFORMATION BASE

Please see the following references in Section Five, beloW: Blank,

I984a; Chubb and Moe, 1985; Bridge and Blackman, 1978; Metz, 1986; New

York State, 1985; Raywid, 1982.

More detailed research findingS SUppOtting the summary and

analysis offered above can be found in ReSearCh Brief Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6,

7 and 8 in Section Four below.
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RESEARCH SUMMARY

NO. 6 CHOICE AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

ISSUES

DOeS thOide lead to school improvement? This tathet btoad

question comprises a series of more discrete and manageable questions

which organize our summary Of the research evidence;

HOW do SChOolS b choice compare with other schools in terms of

student outcomes?

DO SchoOls of choice provide for equity in student achievement?

That is, do they prOVide environMentS in Which traditionally

under-achieving students do well?

Does choice create the conditions that the research haS

identified as being aSSociated with instructional effectiveness?

The EVIDENCE

Choice ahd Student Outcomes

(1) Adadethic Achiestement. Magnet scols had higher thath and

reading test scores than their dittrict averages. (Blank, 1986;

New York State, 1985)

The academic performance of schools as a whOle iMprOVed after

FROM: Parent Choice A_Digest of tht Research; prepared by_the Institute _for:Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Menne, floSton, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309._Work_on this_publication was made possible by a
grant from the US: Department of Education. Ctatt No. 0085=10414. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the ve.. of the US. Department of Education.
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they became magnet schools, even In those -ases where the pupil

population changed to include more minority and low-income

Students (New York State, 1984).

Evaluation data from the Alum Rock voucher experiment showed

that students of parents who exercised choice performed no

differently than the rest of the student population (Cappell,

1981).

Pupils in alternative sChool achieved higher grade point

averages, higher SAT scores and higher levelS of rezAing and math

achievement. (Smith, 1978)

(/) Other Student Outcomes. Alternative schools have reduced

discipline pro`qems, lower drop-out rates, and higher student

attendance than regular schools serving comparable StudentS

(Smith, 1978).

Magnet schools experienced significantly higher student

attendance rates, fewer behavioral problems and lower suspension

rates than comparable non-magnet schools; (Blank, 1984a) Three

quarters of the magnet schools in the New York study had drop-out

rates below the district average (New York State, 1985).

Choide And EduitV in Studernt AChievement

While the difference is Slight, blacks and Hispanics who are in

Catholic High Schools enjoy higher academic achievement than their

demographical comparable (i.e., similar place of reSidenCei And faMily

level of incoMe and educational Attainment) peerS. (Coleman, èt al.,

1982; Keith and Page, 1985)
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Stronger evidence of equity gain's in achievement come from maOnet

school studies;

The New York State study found that average levels of achievement

in magnet SChbOlS With high Minbrity enrollment were equal to other

schools in that Same diStrict who had low levels of minority

inVolvement. (New Yoe: State, 1985)

Choice and_the_Conditions_for School EffettiVeness

Two conditions for effectiVeneSS strong identity and senge Of

Schdol mission and strong instructional leaderShip are more likely

to be fOUnd in schbols of choice.

ChUbb and Moe's (1985) comparison of public and private S6h0(

fOUnd that the latter were more likely to have a StrOhg Thd ditinct

Sense of mission and the conditions and r010 orientation ; on tilt- Dart

f both staff and printipala, condutive to the principals' exercise of

instructional leaderthip.

Raywid (1982) and SMith (1978) found that public alternative

schools were more likely than their counterparts to be able to

articulate and communicate a diStintt mission and philosophy.

Blank'S (1984a) and the New York State (1985) study of magnet

schools similarly found that those schoolS Were able to articulate,

implement -- in terms of concrete daily practices -- and project a

diStintt sense of mission. Most signifiCantly, Blank (1984a) found

that those magnet sthoblS which showed the highest student achieVeMent

gains had the More distinct mission and were characterized by being

somewhat exempt from certain districtwide requirements, an exemption
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which allowed the schools to be programmatically innovative, and their

Principals to have more of the discretion characteri3tic DE ht

enjoyed by the pr'vate school principals studied by Chc-

(1985).

THE INFORMATION BASE

Please consult the following references in Section Five belc)w:

Blank, 1984a, Cappell, 1981; Chubb and Moe, 1985; Coleman, et al.,

1982; Keith and Page, 1985; ew York State, 1985; Raywid, 1982; and

Smith, 1978.

For a more in-depth discussion of the evidence supporting the

summary conclusions offered above, please consult Research Brief NoS.

2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 10, in Section Four below.



RESEARCH SUKMARY

NO. 7 CHOICE iii4b PARENT INVCANEMEi41' AN-1i SUPPORT

THE ISSUE

Many supporters for expansion of parent choice within the Public

Sedtbr argue that it is a necessary step to revitalize publid

education by (a) making public sdhools more responsive the pdbliC

they serve (because as a result of choice they tah hip 1-onger count on

a captive clientele), and (b) restOring Public support and increasing

public subscriptions for public educatiohi because through choice,

there is less of an incentive to escape into priVate education.

This coupling of the responsiveness and support argument is most

prominent in thc National Governors' Absociation's (NGA, 1986, see

Policy Model 6, ih Settibh Two above) proposal. It is equalli

prominent in Fantini'S (1972) -Call for "public school8 of Choice"

(Policy Mo el 3, in Section Two above).

The re8ponsiveness argument iS alSo at least implidit proposals

fOr Choice which includes public subsidie8 for faMily's purchase of

private education; A notable example is the "regulated voucher"

proposal in Rolicy Model 2 in Section Two above. The latter ib

designed to make public schools more reSponsive as a result of the

FROM: Parent Choice: A Digest o_f_ the_Research_prepared by_ the Institute for Responsive Ethication, 605
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215,_(617),353-3309. Work oh this publication was made possible by a
grant from the S. Department of Education, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinion§ expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Education.
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ompetition that would be engendered by the regulated voucher plan;

It is also, morer-JYr, designed tg make participating private schools

more reSponSi

THE EVIDENCE

Does Choice Lead to Increased Public Support for Public Sdhools

IntrOdUction

The evidence doeS not support the more ambitious claims of either

the opponents or proponents of choice.

Would Expanded Choice in the PUblic Sector Lead to Less White

Middle-Class Flight to Private Schools?

There is anecdotal evidence that the longer than expected waiting

l:.sts for magnet schOols in some school diStritts indicate that

tudents are being drawn from families who have hithertb been

enrolling their children in private, especially Catholic p-

schools (Clinchyi 1986). But there is no published quahti

evidence to confirm this phenomenon.

Anothr site-specitic and non-generali±able, yet Still interest

clue comes from the Boston sucvey of parent choice behavio S (Citywide

Educational Coalition, 1)8 ). That study found that given the

opportunity to picK a "high quality" public sTnool anywhere in the

district, many private school parents woild "very seriously" consider

transforting back into the public sector.

Would Expansion_nt Tarent_Choice Through Subsidies for Private

Education Lead to the Wholesale Abandonment and "Ghetto-ization" of
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Public SchoOls?

The evidence conSidered in Research SUmmary Nos. 2 and 3 above, on
paterns of parent choice suggest that the answer is "n0."

Pa S' consumer preferentes for private verSUS oublic education

are inelastic with reapect to any currently feaSible level of SUbSidy
and fixed -= they are based Oil matters of taste fOr pUblic vs.

private education Eel_ se, on :iiography, parents' own hiStbry of
private education -- and ,)11 discriMinating, rational consumer type
shopping aroud tOr the best schoolS behavior.

PeCause ot tnis inelasticity the net effect of Various proposalS
to subsidize private ol choices; would be aa income tranSfer to
those families who have already decided a-,id Will con_t_inue tc enroll

their children in private s_co131s, and not an incert_i'0.? for moi:e white
_

and middle-class flight from public schoo18.

There is some laSticity on the part of blacks and Hi!=4,rlibs,

e-pecially those living in large cties. These twO gtoups would '-')e

most likely to take advantage Of even modest subsidieS for p,l-ivat
schooling. --nce, a Marginal effect might be a slight dcrease in the
"ijhetto-ization" Of ihher-city public SchOOls.

Are_Parents in Public_Schaals of Cr_oice More Su_Rpoive of the
Schools?

The only mep-,ures of Support available in the research Cauvassed
are: knowledge of the School's mission, And positive attitudes towards
the public schoOla ih general.

The anSwer on this question is positive.
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Studie magnet schools and public alternative schools show that

their parent tUbt-cribers wete more likely to correCtly identify the

school's Mittion and programs, than parents in general (Blank, 1984a;

NeW Tork State, 1985; Raywie., (382; and Stith, 1978)

EvaluatiOnS of the Alum Rock public school voucher experiments

thOW that vouchet parents were more positiVe about the public schools,

than hbh=VOucheu ih that same district, and parents in general, as

revealed in national opinion poll data. (Bridge and Blackman, 1976;

Weiler, ét al., 1974)

2a2gonsiveness: Is Choice Associated Wit Gre?,ter Parent Involvement

in Schook_Decisionmaking?

None of the studies canvassed in this 1iq dtë.d this

question directly. Nonethelest, there are s -,Ls, albelt

ambiguOUt.

Blank't (1984) study oL: parent and commynity involvement in maOnt

schools that i erer,..1:

(a) magnet schools had comparatively higher levelt of parent

involvement.

(b) levels of involvement were potitively correllated with levels

Of patent satisfaction, and with subjective and c!-1icctive measures of

higher school quality.

(c) higher levels of parent and community invOlVeMent in the

magnet schools once they were éttablithed are associated with:

(0 higher levels of parent involveteht in the process of

planning anci designing those magnet schoolt, and
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(ii) that, furthermore, these higher levels of involvement in

the planning process were the result o 71ggressive outreach on

the part of school districts with a prior history of welcon ng

parent involvement in decisionmaking.

The findings from Blark's (1984) national Study are ambiguous. It

is not clear whether the .iigher levels of parn' 'Ivflvement are a

result of choice or of e-existing practices, :..tices which allowed

patents to have a voi J.:, the design of the choices that would become

available.

Additional ambiguity is introduced by Chubb and M e's (1985)

comparison ot public and private schools. While parents in private

schools felt more efficacy with respect to how the school would

respond to them, ptincipals and school leaders were less likely (than

their public school counterparts) to cite parentP as an "outside

authority" group whose influence had to he taken irto account.

Moreover, private schools were found to have fewer formal channels fOr

parent-. to registel either their inoividual grievances or their

general policy preferences.

An i-triguing ,71ue about the dynamic effects of parent choice on

parent involvement and schools responsiveness (...(Jmes ftoM the Rand

Corpotation evaluation study -)f the Alum Rock public school voucher

experiment. (Weiler, et al., 1974, Bridge and Blackman, 1978) The

Rand Corporation teseatchet8 found that:

(i) voucher parents were mdre. likely than non-voucher parents (and

Much more likely in national samples of parents in general) to feel
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that they should have a voice in school decisionmaking including

decisions abOUt prOgram and 7_affing, and

(ii) that, furthermore, this attitude was reinforced by the

experience of choice: followup surveys showed that the longer the

parents were involved ih the voucher, the more strongly they felt

about their right to have a voice in such decisions, even though in

objective terms fUrther extensions of parent choice in Alum Rock were

not zcompanied by any increased opportunities to exercise parent

voice in tnat system's decisionmaking.

THE INFORMATION BASE

Researl Summary Nos. 2 and 3 above contain analyses supporting

the general conclusions drawn above.

Additional analyses of the evidence can be found in Research Btief

Nog. 1, 3, . a, and 10 in SeCtiOn Fout be1614.

Referencc,i t the studies mentio.,ed in t-J-,is summary; listed in

Section Five below include: Blank, 1984a; Riank, 1984b; Bridge and

Blackman, 1978; Chubb and Moe, 1985; Clinchyi 1986; Citywide

Educational Coalition, 198 ; New York State, 1985; Raywid, 1982;

Smith, 1978; and Weiler, et al., 1974.
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SECTION FOUR:

THE RESEARCH BASE

The eleven research brieft Which follow provide tUcCindt summaries
Of the 14 major reoarch and eValUation studies that prOVide the hard

evidence used ii the topical summaries presented in Section three,

above.

The brieft ate organized alphabetically by author's last name in

order to facilitate cross-referencing between the contents o-i7 this

SeCtiOn and the topical summariet in SeCtion Two. The 24 major

ttudies briefed below come from teveral ristinct clusters of reSearch.

These include the folloWing:

Evaluation and researCh studies on magnet tchools. Please

see Brief Nos. 1-1, 67, 9 and 11.

Evaluations cf the Alum Rock vnucher experiment. t.ease see
Brief N . 3.

Studiet Of alternative public school pros s. Please see

Brief NOt. 8 and 10.

StUdiet of quantitative projectiont of the possible impact of

various proposed or hypotho''cal tuition tax credit schemes

whic:h pro17:de clues towardt antwering the question: Would public

subsidies allOWing MOre parents to exercise choice in the

private tectdr lead to a wholesale abandonment of public

SChbOls? Please see Brief No. 4.

Studies which draw r44evant comparisons betWeen the private



and the public school settings, providing clues fOr answering

the question of whether public schools under their present

governance structure will be able to respond positively as

entrepreneurs to the increased com'-:tition resulting from any

expansion of parent choice, Whet:i. or a. it involves the

private sector. Please se Brief No.
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BRIEF NO. 1 PUBLIC SCHOOLS: MAGNET SCHOOLS

COMMUNIT INVOLVEMENT

BLAiNik (1984j "Community Participation in Urban Publit Schools:

Analyzing Effects of Magnet School Programs." Paper presented at

the annual meeting of the American Educational Reearch

Association, New Orleans. ED 247 358

This report is an excerpt of a larger study of 45 magnet schools

in 15 urban school diStriCtt And foc3as on the questions: Do magnet

schools incteate coMmunity partici in public education? and,

what factott lead to increased participation?

The findings are as follows:

Almost half of the magnets studied had higher levels of

coMMUnity participation than other schools in their district.

Magnet schools were especially effective in increasing butinett

and non-profit organization involvement with the tthoolt.

High levels of involvement Oh the parnc: of all three sectors of

the c)mmunity parents, bUtinesses, and non-profit

organizations were related to the extent of prior
.

participation in the planning and creation of the Magnets Jut

FROM: Patent Choice:}% Digest of the Researchrepamd by the Institute_ for Responsive Education, ,35
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston; MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work On thiS_Oubli-cation liai mac4 . rsible by a
grant from the U.S. Ilepartment of Education, Grant No, 0085-104-14. The analyses Ind opinions expresSed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Educatirn.



were unrelated to type and theme of the magnet and to its

location (minority versus non-minority neighborhoOd).

Magnets which had the highest levels of involvement also enjoyed

the highest ratings of educational quality as perceived by

community respondents to satsfaction surveys.

The MajOr policy implications of these findings are two-fold:

first, there is a relationship between community involvement and

community support for and satisfaction with public schools. But,

second, high )evels of involvement are not the automatic by-prOdUct of

a magnet program; but the result Of school system outreach to and

involvement with parent8 in the deSign And planning of the magnet

School program.



BRIEF NO. 2 PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOIC7:

MAGNET SCHOOLS

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT, 'QUITY, C STS

BLANK, R.K. (1984) "The Effecta of Magnet Schools on the Quality of

Education in Urban School Districts" Phi_Deita-Kappan (DeceMber)

This article presents a summary of the key findings of the only

natiohWide Study of magnets designed to investi-oate their iMPaCt On

school improVement as well as on desegregation.* That study's

fihdingt With respect to the impaCt of ,10 choice 7ailable thorUgh

magnet education have been presented ir Lrit. No. 1, above. Thit

brief Will summarize the studies findings With reapect to equity,

détégregation and school improvement.

The findings are based on a sample bf 45 SdhOols, 30 elementary

d 15 secondary, in 15 school diStrittS representative of the 138a

urban school districts which in 1982-83 were operV7inc. ma.:-net

*Rolf Blank, ét al. Survey_of _Magnet Schriola: Analyzing a Model For

Quality Integrated_Education. Prepared fOr the U.S. Department of

Education by James H. Lowry arid Atsociates, September 1983, Contract

N. 300=81-0420;

FROM: Parent Choice: A_Digest of the Research, prepared ky th0 InStittite for Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue, 1°S-ton, MA 02215 (617) 353-3309-WorLon this publication was made possible by a
gram from the US. Department of Education, Grant No. 00135404=14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US: Department of Education.
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programs. rhe datab,-;s(2 i2onsisted of compafison of locally

ava:lable d6ta OutcomeS, desegregation outcomes= and on site

Interviews and observtions. Conclusions were drawn on the basis of

histriwal comparisons, before and after the introduCtion of the

magnet: prcigrams, and by cross-sectional comparisons of magnet school

_

outccmes versus districtwide averages. One final note: the study's

sample did incT !de 14 (out of 45) schools which use selective means of

enr:ol'ing students -- i.e., achievement test scores, ,r grade point

averages; But the effect of this selectively was cotl olltA fot the

stud't findings and conclusions.

Kagmet_Schools_and_Equity

(1) Two-thirdS of the districts in the sample eStahlis,ed magnets

with the express intent bf advancing desegretion. .rcent

those cases, magnet programs has resulted in desegregatior:

Two-thirds of the schools studies achieved racial baIamcei

i;e;; a mix comparable to the districtwide proportions n students of

different races.

(3) Magnet schools which had higher educational quality, as

measured by pupil outcomes, input measures, and parent ana staff

ratings, also were more advanced in t,'.ms of n-school racial

integration.

School Improvement

(1) Pupil Achievement: Eighty percent of the sample scnools had
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math and reading achiement test scores above their district

averages. Forty percent produced average test scores that were

significantly higher (by 10 or more points) than their diStrict

averages. Twenty percent (inCluding the Selective MagnetS) had

averaces 30 points higher.

(2) Other Pupil Outcomes: Magnet schools prOduced significantly

higher student attendance rates fewer behavioral problems, and

lower suspension and drop-out rates than comparable non-magnet

schools

Magnet Schools and_Costs

Average per pupil costs in magnet schools were $59 higher than in

non-magnets in the same district.

Magnet secondary schools were more "expensive" tha. elementary

Per pupil costs for all magnet schools, however, declined afte

the first two start-up years. Transportation and higher teacher

salaries (because magnets tended to have more experiended teachers)

accounted for the cost differences.

Magnet Schools_and-Diversity

Most ot the SchdOlS in the study did have a distinct theme. Those

which had the most coherent theme and curriculum, and correspondingly

distinct teaching methods, also showed greater pil achievement

gains.



The kind of theme was unrelated to achieVeMent, What made a

difference was the dittinctiveneaS Of th ptiogram. Such

distinctiveness was achieved when schools were allowed to depart from

districtwide rules and convention, especially in the areas of staff

selection. Generally, principals in the MOre diStinct And

Instructionally effective maljnet sdhools had more discretion in staff

selection,
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BRIEF NO. 3 PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE

VOUCHERS; ALUM ROCK

FACTORS INFLUENCING CHnICE, EQUITY; SCHOOL

IMPROVEMENT, DIliERSIT AND COMPETITION,

SCHOOL-PARENT RELATIONSHIPS

BRIDGE, R.G., and BLACKMAN; J. (1978); A_Study- of Alternativét in

AmerIcan Education, Volume IV: Famity Choice in Schooling. Santa

Monica; California: The Rand Cocporation; Repott No. R=2I70/4

NI:. ED 206 058

CAPPELL; F.J. (1981). A Study of AlternatiVéS in Americam_Edugation_.-

Volume_VI_:-Student Outccithe8 in Alum Rock. Santa Monica;

California: The Rand Corporation. Report No; R-2170/6 - NIE. ED

216 426

RASMUSSEN; R. (1981). A St--._y of Alternatives in American EduCation.

Volume III: Teachers' Reponses to Alternatives. Santa Monica,

California: The Rand Corporation. Report No. R-2170/3 - NIE.

A brief and accessible SUMmary of the implications of this report

can be found in R.G. Bridge; "Information ImperfeCtions: The Achilles

Heel Of Entitletent Programs." School ReView (May 1978).

FROM: Parent Chokm A -Died if the Researcksnrepared by the Institute for Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth_Avenue; Boston; tvtA 02215, (617) 353=3309. Work on thAs publication was made possible by a
grant from the U.S. Mpartriiérit Of Education, Grant No. 0085-104-14-. The analyses and opinions expresied
herein do not however necessaiiiy reflect the views of the US.DEOartment of Education.
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THOMAS, M. (1978). A Study of Alternatives in American Education.

Volume II: The Role of the Principal. Santa Monica, California:

Rand Corporation. Report No. R-2170/2 - NIE.

WIELER0 D. ét ál. (1974). A Public School Voucher Demonstration:_ The

First Year at Alum Rock. Santa Monica, California. Report No.

1495-NIE. ED 093 091

BACKGROUND

The preceeding five studies represent the primary data base for

assessing the itpaot Of the only publicly financed effort to iMplement

certain aspects of a voucher plan as envisioned in Policy MOdel No. 2

in soction Three above; the regulated voucher model as presented in

Jencks et al. (1970).

AS Critics, commentators, a d consistent advocates of the voucher

idea are quick to point out, the five-year demonstration project at

the California independent school district of Alum ROck -- a racially

heterogeneous, predominantly middle- to lower-class, urban area in and

around San Jose -- was not a true test of the regulated voudher model.

Actual practice deviated from the model in several Crucial aspects:

Private school options were not available;

(ii) There was no independent Education Voucher Agency and

-;education dollars did not follow pupils in any direct sense.

(iii) Pupil enrollment was not the only or most important source

f revenue for the participating schools; schools were thus cushioned

against the competitive pressures envisioned in the regulated voucher



model;

(iV) Not all schools in the dittrict participated in the

demonstration. At itt height only 14 out of the dittrict's 24 schools

participated in the demonstration project.

Nonethelett, the 14 participating schoolt Offered 51 optional

mini-school (alternatives within schools) programs. Thus,

irrespectiVe of whether Alum Rock was a teal voucher program or nOt,

it does represent an iMportant laboratory of what one observer has

characteri2ed as "an open enrollment program with alternative public

schools" (Finn, 1985:19) for gauging the impact of expanded

opportunitiet for parent choice.

THE EVIDENCE

The secondary literature on Alum Rock is voluMinous. Much of it

consists of post-mortems and "I-told-you-so" analysis on the paet -of

ardent adVbtates and opponents of VOUChers. The intellectual mapping

and history of this secondary literature is beyond the scope and

purpose of this digest. Sitilarly, the data provided by the five-year

multi-volume Rand Corporation evaluation is extremely rich and

detailed. Thit brief, consistent with the pUrposes of this digest,

only offert the highlights of this rich data bate, highlights which

draw general condlusions relevant tO the Oblicy issues addressed in

Section Three, above, namely: the impact of choice on equity, on

school improvement, on diversity and competition and on parent-school

relations.



In the interests of economy of presentation, this brief will not

Offer detailed summaries of the data base, research foci, and

methOdologies of each of the reports refernced above. In terms of

the summary presented below, conclytiong about the factors influencing

parent choice, and of the impact of choice on parent-school relations

come from Bridge and Blackman (1978) and Weiler (1979). Conclusions

about the impact of choice in Alum Rock on student outcomes, i.e.

school improvement, come from Cappell (198 ). Conclusions about the

impact of choice on diversity and competition come from Rasmussen

(1981), Thomas (1978) and Weiler (1974). Conclusions about the equity

implications of choice -- in terms of parental access to options,

desegregation and student outcomes -- come from Bridge and Blackman

(1978), Cappell (1981) and Weiler (1974).

Who -Exerois-d---Cho-i-os

There were race and class differences in levels of awareness about
;-

the choices available. Whites had the highest levels; Hispanics had

the lowest levels of awareness; Blacks were in between.

Awareness also varies by socioeconomic status. Twenty-six percent

of non-high school graduates did not know about the choices available.

Among high school graduates, only seven percent were unaware. Over

tirileo this initial disparity in levels of awareness evened oUt,

although non-native-Fnglish-speaking Mexican Americans continued to

have lower levels of awareness.

LeVel of education also influended how parents tedeiVed
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information: the better educated relied on printed materials and on

visiting the sch,lols and shopping around in true rational consumer

fashion. The lesS Well=edUdated relied on word of Mouth ftoM their

peers or on contacts with a trusted teacher;

Over the course of the three td fOur year experiment, a 1

demographic groups eicetoiSed choice, i.e., transferred from program to

program, at roughly the same rates. Most ttantfert were between

options within the same school. Blackg, however, were more likely

than any other group to transfer from school to SChool.

Factors Influenci-ng- Choice

Non-instrUCtional criteria were the most pteValent factors used by

parents. In fact, even those who ttantferted out of their originally

assigned SChbol Cited location -- closer tO hOMO, nicer building -- as

a key factor. Over time, however, the iMpottance of this factor went

down from a high of 81 pet-cent in the first year to 62 percent.

Initially, blackS, HiSpanids and the well-educated whites who made
_

choices on educational Ctite-tiA Wanted more diverse programs, i.e.

alternative programs, than the parents in AlUM Rock as a whole.

However, in terms of the mix of StUdentS in the optional programs,

there were no discernible clagg dt ethnid differences in the earliest

yeats of the program. At that same time, however, alMost 50 percent

Of the parents could not identify which of the 51 optional programs

their Child was in;

Over time, both the rate of transfers and parental awareness



increased and there emerged some distinct clusters of preferences by

class and race: well-educated whites favored the more open,

developmental and child-centered programs; blacks and Hispanics

favored basic traditional curricula. (The same clustering was also

found by researchers of magnet schoolS: Metz, 1986 and Rossell, 1985).

Choice and Equity

The Alum Rock school district's racial balance was slightly better

After the experiment than before, although the district did not in the

early-to-mid 1970's have a severe segregation problem.

Enrollment within the optional mini-school programs was also AS

racially balanced as any school in the district, with the exception oE

the option that had a multicultural theme which attracted a

disproportionate share of Hispanics.

Chodoe Diversit and COM etition

Alum Rock did offer diversity. The spectrum of options did

reflect the kinds f programs identified as wishes on parent surveye

The 51 programs contained as much diversity as was found ih Any

subsequent studies or surveys of magnet schools (Blank, 1984A; New

York State, 1985) and alternative schools (Raywid, 1982).

But this was a supply-driven rather than a demand-driven

diversity. The initiative came primarily from teachers and not from

any response to enrollment figures or parent suggestions. Competitive

pressures were non-existent because: (i) students were



"grandfathered," meaning they did not have to choose but could stay in

their previously assigned school; (ii) staff and St.hoOlS were

similarly protected -- at best, UndOr=enrollment meant some

inside-the-school reaS8ignMent; and (iii) as noted previously, moSt

parents exercised ChOice within options at the same schOOl, and not

among schools.

Moreover, the Rand researchers found evidence of Staff strategies

to restrict competition: programs that were at peak enrollment were

nct marketed as aggressively aS lOW=enrollment programs; This waS not

surprising sinCe COMPetitive success only brought problet8 ==

overcrowding, materials and supply shortages -- with-Out any

corresponding rewards to the staff at the school Site whd had to deal

with the immediate effects of succeSs.

and StUdent Outcomes

Because of rez:ord keeping problemS, the Rand researches cOUld not

gauge any differences in school attendande, discipline problems; etc.,

between voucher and non-voucher students.

When it became possible to compare Student achievement, students

of parents who exercised choice performed no differently than the reSt

of the student population.

Choice and SchOol=Patent Relationships

The Rand researchers did find an interesting effect of being able

to choose on parent attitudes towards the schools and towardt patent
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involvement in the SchoO18. Whether the impact of that effect would

have led to more parent-school conflict or cooperation and support

would depend on school ptacticet Othet than just the provision of

Chbite.

Quite simplyi parents who exercised ChOice were more likely to be

supportive of schc,ols; more likely to favor greater involvement in

school decisionmakingi including staff selection; andi the longer the

parent had been exercising choicei the more strongly she ot he felt

about the legitimacy of parent involvement in school deCitiOnMaking,

even though objectively the s,:ope for such involvement did not

increase as the voucher experiment greW
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BRIEF NO. 4 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOL CHOICE

TUITION TAX CREDITS

CHOICE AND EQUITY

FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE

CATTERALL, J.S. (1982). Tuition_Tax Issuet of Equity.

Stanford UniVersity, School of Education; ED 228 701

DARLING-HAMMOND, L., and KIRBY, S.N. (1985). Tuition Tax Deductions

and Parent School ChOice: A Case Study of Minnesota. Rand

Corporation, R-3294=NIE.

GEMELLOk J.J. and OSMAN, J.W. (1982); "Factors Influencing Choice:

Estimating the Enrollment Shift." IFG_Policy Persoectiveso

wintet.

JACOBS, M.J. (1980). "An Update: Who Would Benefit From Tuitibil Tax

CieditS?" Phi Delta Kappan (June).

WILLIAMS, M.Fi, HANCHER, K;S;i and HUTNER, A. (1983). Parents_and

SchO01 Choi-de: A Household_Survey. Sch001 Finance Project Working

Paper, United States Department Of Education, Office of

Educational Research and Improvement. ED 240 739

FROM: Parent Chaim A Digett Of the -Reiearck_preimied_ by the Institute for Responsive Education, -605
Commonwealth_Avetme, Boston; MA02215; (617) 353=3309. Week On thia_ publication was made possible by a
grant from the US. DfaiiMent Of Education, Grant No-0085-104-14. The analys-es and Opiiiiani ekpreiSed
herein do not however necessaray reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.



All five b f these studies attempt to project and ih one instance

actually gauge how many parents and what kindS Of parents would most

likely exercise choice and migrate tb private schools at varying

levels of public SubSidieS at represented by varous tuition tax

Credit Proposals prevalent in the late 1970s and early 1980s. AS

such, their findings can shed light On three iSSues of concern in this

digest:

What factors influence parents choices, and what iS the role

played by financial considerations?

Would public subsidies, like tuition tax credi ts, empower the

poor and minorities and bring about more equity ih the

opportunities to exercise chOice?

Would public subsidies for fatilieS td Purchase private

education lead to an abandonment Of the pUblic schools?

The findings are inconclusive and COntradidtory. Jacobs (1980) in

a report on a Congressional study Of patterns of private school

enrollment and the likely impact that A tUition tax credit would have

on those patterns. It found that: (1) private school enrollment it
_

ihighest among upper-income whites n the Northeast region of the
_ _

United States; and (2) that tuition tax credits wculd most likely

benefit this seament of the population more than others.

Catterall (1982) provides a similar analysis using census data to

project who would benefit from a tuition tax credit plan, based on

1979 patterns of private School enrollment. The projection analyzes

the potential beneficiaries in terms of factors normally associated
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With equity considerations: incote; rade; sex; place of

residence/community type; and edUtatiOnal need. Catterall's

conclusion that "the beneficiaries of a tuition tak credit plan would

differ from the general population of pupil families in variety Of

ways" (p. 1), is based on the folowing findings:

(1) Income: About two-thirds of the benefits of a plan that credit

One-half of a school's tuiticin Up to a $500 limit would accrue tO

families with incomes over $20,000 pet year; while only one-fifth

of the benefits would eXtend to families having annual incomeg Of

$15;000 or legg.

(2) Race: White families would receive disproportionately larger

Shares of tuition tax credit benefitS. BlaCks would be

under-represented in the total set of beneficiaries. Hispanic

families would receive a prOportional benefit from tuition tax

credits.

(3) Place-of-ResidenCe: Regidn: A disproportionate number of

fatilieS in the Northeast and north Midwest regions would benefit.

(4) Place of Residence: Cotmunity `Nr_pe: Tuition tax credit
_

benefits would be ConCentrated in Central cities where high

propOrtions of children attend private schools; and woUld be

negli-gible in rural areas which have few private schb01S.

(5) Need: Since special needs studentg are disproportionately

Under-represented in private sth001t; thiS group would not "share

fairly in tuition tax credit benefitS." (p. 18)

It is important to keep in mind that the criterion of
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"proportional benefit" and "fair shares" invoked in Catterall's

conclusion are based solely on an analysis of existing patterns

ptivate SchbOl enrollment. Although he acknowledges that the

introduction of tuition tax credits may cause "behavioral changes,

i.e.; more families and more different kinds of families would enroll

in private schools; his projections do not estimate the possible
_

magnitude or equity impact of those changes;

Gemello and Osmon (1982) conducted a factor analysis on census

data on private school enrollment patterns in order to try to estimate

the changes that would be intrOduCed under the same kind of tuition

tax credit plan as was examined by Catterall; Their conclusion is

that the changes would be almost negligible, tuition tax credits would

ribt promote a stampede away from the public schools. This conclusion

was reached by treating the tax credit as an addition to a family's

income and then analyzing the independent effect of gamily income as

one of many factors influencing the deciSiOn to exercise Choice in the

private sector.

Other factors analyzed by Gemello and Osmon (1982) included such

family variables as race, place of residence, and religious

preference; and school system variables such as pupil racial/ethnic

composition; and school quality as measured by levels of school

expenditure and test scores; Their factor analysis did yield

additional findings that are relevant to the policy issues discussed

in this digest. Specifically, Gemello and Osmon (1982) found that:

(1) ReligiouS feeling iS a gtronger forde than faMily income in
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terms of choosing private education.

(2) Private school attendance among all income groups is higher in

school districtS With large minority populations.

(3) Privat_ school ;-ttendance; particularly in pArothial hools,

is much lower across all segments of the pateht population, where
_

school quality, as reflected in levels of ekpenditUre and test scores,

is higher;

The study by Williams et Al. (1983) undertook a more direct

apptbach tb inVetigating who would benefit and what would be the

impadt of a tuition tax credit: It interviewed a natibnal SAM016 of

1,223 hbuSehdldS with children in grades 11-12. Of those interviewed.

88 pet-cent had children in public schools; the reSt in peivete

SchOols. The findings and conclusions aro as followS:

(1) Parents currently choosing tO Send their child to private

schools tend to be bettet educated and more affluent, to live in

cities, to te Catholic, and to hAVe attended a private school

themselves;

(2) Different types of private schools are chosen for different

reasons:

independen -L. schools are chosen for academic reasons

nOn=eatholic religious schools are chosen solely for

religious reasons

Catholic schools are chogen for bbth religious and academic

reasons

(3) Among public School parents, 23.5 percent indicated that they
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would be "somewhat likely" to take advantage of a tuition tak -credit,

nine percent would be "very likely" to do so; 55 percent would stay in

public schools regardless of the option tO exercise a tuition tax

Credit.

(4) Two groups of public school parents were more likely tO take

advantage of a tuition tax credit: non-white and lOWer SES parents who

to dissatisfied with their schools and trents who had prior

intetest in and knowledge about private schools.

(5) AlthOUgh the shift to private schools would not be great, it

wOuld result in greater representation of lower status and minority

Children in private schools.

A quite different assessment of the actual impact Of MinnesdteS

state tax credit for schoOl tuitiOn emerged from the Darling-Hammond

and Kirby (1985) telephone survey Of 476 households in the seven

county ateas surrounding and including Minneapolis-St. Paul. That

Study found that:

(1) Ninety-eight percent of the families sending their children to

private schools would have done so anyway.

_(2) Ten percent of that same sub-sample cited the deduttion as a

very important consideration;

(3) Among public school parents, 23 percent indicated that once

haVing the deduction explained to them, they would be likely to

consider switching to private schools, while 50 percent indicated that

they would not switch in any case. (,i6e -the simiiari-ty to surveY

responses o the national survey conduCted by Williams et al, 1983.)
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This Minnesota study also analyzed parentS' Choice-making behavior

and found the following:

(I) Knowledge-of-Choice: Those parents who knew about the tax

credit provision were more likely to be consumers of private

edUCatioh, to be higher income and better educated.

(2) PrOpenSity to Exercise Choice: 62 percent of public sChoOl

parentS were "active choosers" as compared to 53 percent of the

private school parents; "Active choice" means shopping around

before deciding on a school; One way that public parents can shop

around is by considering school quality at a factor in choosing a

place of residence. Level of education was the toSt iMportant

factor in parents' prOpenSity to shop around: the higher the

leveli the higher the propensity;

(3) Parental Preferences and Factors Influencing-Choice:

(a) Patents Income and Education: These factors did deterMine the

extent to which private schools were searched and chosen; The

higher the level of income and education the more likialy i-were

parents to choose private schools. But at the very top of the

income scale the propoensity to search for private schools wag

less; The studies' authors hypothesize that these parentS had

alteady Made a choice of residence enabling them to have

access to what they perceived to be high quality public

schools.

(b) PrefPrences_and-School Quality Factors: One surprising finding
_

is that private School cOnsumers were less discerning than



public school consumers. As this study notes:

"This finding brings into question the assumption that

the selection of a private SCh661 iS generally the result

6f cOMparing SChbols and choosing the most competitive

options. JUSt aS mahy public school parents

automatically send their child to the nearest public

schooli a large number of private school parent8

especially those who attended private school themSelVeS

-- seemingly 'automatically' send their child to a

particUlat private SChOol." (Darling-Hammond and Kirby,

1985:14)

Neither the SaMple nor the survey items permitted this study to

draW any conclusions about the demographic correlateS Of diffetent

preferences for different kinds- Of edUcatiOn, other than the clear

"taste" for private eduCatiOn among parents who themselves had gone to

private schools;

Among what this study called the 'actiVe Ch66Sersi" those who

shopped around befOte eht011ing their child in a school, there were

differences between public and private school parehtg. BOth SetS

cited school quality, epecially the quality of the teadhing staff and

high aCademic standards as the most important criteria. But public

school parents cited the kindS Of COurSeS Offered as next in line of

importance, while private School parents cited moral values and

religious instruction ahead of course offerings. An equal number Of

publid and private school parents cited the "socioeconomic baCkgtound
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students" as an important factot.

There is some support in this study, therefore, for the

proposition that parent choice is a vehicle for diversity: privat

school parents' choices were driven by their search for offeringS

e.g, moral values, religious instruction that public schoolS would

not and could not, in the latter case, offer.



BRIEF NO. 5 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOL_CHOICE

CHOICE AND COMPETITION

SCHOOL-PARENT RELATIONS

CHOICE AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

CHUBB, J.E., and MOE, T.E. (1985). Politics, Markets and the

Organization of SChbola. Stanford University, School bf

Education, Institute for Research on Educational Finance and

Governance; Projett Report No. 85-A1'. National Institute of

Education, Grant No. NIE-G-83-0003.

This study surveyed prindipals and staff from 500 publit ahd

private high sdhools that were a representatiVe Sample of the much

larger set of public and private high SthOdl8 Studied by Coleman and

others.* The Coleman study found that StUdenta in Catholic high

schools gained a year or mote bh Standardiied tests measuring

achIevement in verbal and Matherhatic skills, compared to public school

-E-Lidents; Moreover, the comparative achievement gains Were MOre

pronounced fOr blacks and Hispanics and for StUdentS from low-income

* J.S. Coleman, T. Hoffer, and S. Kilgore (1982). High School

Achievement; New York: Basic Books;

FROM: Parent_ Choice A Digest of the Retearth, j:irepared by the Institute for:Responsive: Education,: 605
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA02215, (617) 353-3309; Work on this publieStion was madepossible by a
grant from the U.S. Department_ of Ed-tit-660k- Grant No. (R)85.104!14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the tf.S. Department of Education.



families. The Coleman study found that this could not be explained by

differences in expulsion and dropout rates: the dropout rate was much

higher for public schOol students; students with disciplinary problems

in Catholic schools were more likely to be enrolled in the same school

two years later.

While these findings have not gone unchallenged, eVen the most

Ctitical meta-analysis has concluded that there are significant

differences in achievement among minority and low-income students who

attend Catholic rather than public high schools. (See, for example,

T.S. Keith and E. Page (1985). "Do Catholic High Schools Improve

Minotity Student Achievement?" American Educational Research Journal,

Volume 22.) As a result, many proponents of expanding patent choice

thtough public subsidies allowing parents to purchase private

education have used these findings to argue that equity considerations

support initiatives that would expand the financial ability of

low-income parents to enroll theit children in tuition=charginO

private schools.

The study that i8 the fOcug Of this brief asks, "if publiC And

private schools differ in their effects on student achievement, what

accounts for the difference?" One possible difference is suggested by

the research on instructtonally effective schools conducted by the

late Ronald Edmonds and his colleagues. That research identified

principals' exercise of instructional leadership as a key ingredient

of instructionally effective schools. Another key ingredient is

clarity of school goals and consistency of expectations.
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Chubb and Moe's survey of principals and Staff in their sample of

500 public and private sChoolS did find Statistically and

theoretically significant differences between public and private

schools with respect to principals' exerciSO of the in-structional

leader-Ship role.

Private schooI principals have in genetal more discretionary

authority than public schoOl prihdipalS.

PriVate school principals have significantly more teaching

ekPérience than public school principals.

Public school prnicipals are more likely to see their tole as
_

managers, representatives and peacekeeperS among competing

constituencies, whereas private SChocil Principals are mote

likely to desCtibe their jbb as one of educational leaderShip

and exercise of professional judgement;

Private SChbol principals reported fewer bartiers to hiring,

motivating and dismissing teaChing Staff than did public

school principals.

Teachers ih ptiVAte SdhoolS are more likely to turn to the

prindipal as an instructional expert ate more likely to feel

that they have more influence ovet deciSidhS About school

program and policies, and feel they have more discretion within

the classroom;

Another key ingredient of School effectiveness is a shared sense

of MiSsion expressed in clat F. goals and consistency of

expectations. The study also d syStematic differences between
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private and public schools with respect to goals and expectations:

Private school teachers are more likely than public school

teachers to say that the goals of their school are consistent

And clearly communicated.

Private school teachers are more in agreement among themselves

AbbUt What their Sdhool's gbals are or should be.

Disciplinary policies are more ambiguous in public sch:OlS than

in private: public school students are less likely to know what

comprises sch001 policy than private school students, who are

also more likely regard the policies as fair and effective.

The above differences between public and private schools were in

the theoretically predicted direction -- i.e., private sch001S had

more of the ingredients correlated with school effectiveness, thus

proViding an initial explanation for the achievement differences found

by Coleman, et al. (1982). Private Schools' greater ability to

eStablish the practices associated with school effectiveness is due to

the faCt that they operate in a less complicated and less turbulent

environment, one without the accountability pressures that impinge

upon public schools. Specifically; this study foUhd that:

Public school principals feel a great deal more conStraiht and

cross-pressure ftoM "OUtSide of the school authorities" than do

priVate SChobl prindipalS.

Despite the fact that private school parents can exercise

"consumer sovereignty" and can exit at any time; public school

principals are more likely than private school principals to see



parents, or segments Of the school's parents, as one of the most

influential groUpS that they have to deal with.

Private school parents tend to expect more from their children;

and to monitor their school Work more closely.

Private schools ate leSS constrained in the remedies they May

grant to reasonable garent grievances, and report many fewer

parent demands;

More private schools than public schools reported that their

relatiOnthips with parents are "essentailly cooperatiVe."

In SUmmary, private schools have a less turbulent environment.

Their ways of dealing with thiS ehvirOnmeht are therefore less

bureaucratic and this makes it pOSSible for those schools to exhibit

those traitS, such as strong instructional leadership, and gbal

Clarity and consensus associated With effective schooling. The

element of parent -choice is obviously a factor in the more peaceful

envirOnmeht enjOyed by private schools.

BUt the ithOlications of this conclusion for the polidy iSsUes that

are the focus of this digest are &it Straightforward. First, with

respect to the telationthip of parent choice vis-a-vis the more

peaCeful environment enjoyed by priVate schools, the cause and effect

relationship is not Cleat. As the study itself concludes:
_

"Private school parents ae more likely than publid school

parents to be in a school's enVironment by choice -- because

they pvefer it to the alternatives, and relatively speaking

because thziy like it. Private School parents are alco, to



some degree, Choten by the school. Private schools

explicitly control their student pOpLlationt, and ate free to

exclude students whose parents ate difficUlt Or otherwise

undesirable." (Chubb and Moe, 1985: 16. Emphasis not in the

original.)

Second, it is not clear whethet inttoducing parent choice into the

public school sector alone, or letting public and private schools
_

compete, will generate pressures that will allow public scho018 to

deVelbp the traits associated with effectiveness. Indeed, the

resulting competition could add one more element Of tUtbulence to the

public Schbol't environment thereby reducing its ability to develop an

identity and engage in the strategies needed to develop effectiveneSt.

That the latter is not just a hypothetiCal poStibility, bUt has been

suggested by Metz's 1986 study of magnet Schools (see Brief No. 6,
_

below); in which central office monitoring of which parents chose

which magnet schools led it to pressure the one school with the mot

tleatly defined goals to water down the distinctiveness of its

program. Other support fOr thit line of analysis comes ftom Othet

motc brOad-based studies of magnet schools by Blank (1984a) and New

YOtk State (1984)# please see Brief Nos. 2 and 7, respectively. In

both studies; magnet school program quality was associated with

special dispensations allowing magnets tb bypa8t Certain district-wide

rules and conventiOnS. A titilar phenomenon was noted in Raywid's

(1982) nationwide Survey of 1200 public alternative high schoo18.
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PUBLIC-SCHOOLS-OF CHOICE

MAGNET SCHOOLS

FACTORS INOLDENCING CHOICE ANIJ DIVERSITY

METZ, M.H. (1986). Different By DeSigh: The Context_and_Charadtet-of

Three_Magnet_ Schools; New York: Routledge and Kegan Paul.

Thig in=depth ethnographic study of the interanal Origahitation,

evolutibh Ahd life-cycle of three middle School Magnets illuminates

the forces that promote and inhibit the ability of publid schools of

choice to offer And maintain distinctive educatibnal programs. It

also sheds light on what faCtOrS influence parent choice, and on

whether choice promotes equity, not just in the sense of racial

desegregation, but also ih the sense of increasing

across-the-board=addess to high quality education for mote parents.

Choice and Diversity

Initially all thtee SchOcilS did offer distinct options. The Study

sample included an "indiVidually guided education (IGE)" proilratn, ah

open education prOqratr and a gifted and talented program. Ih two out

Of the three cases, the internal operations of the school were

FROM:_ Piieni_Choice A_Digest of the Researthprepared by_ the _Institute for Responsive Education, 605Commonwealth AVeride, Roston, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work on this publiCation WaS made possible by agr.nt from the US. Department of Education, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinions expressedherein do not however necessarily reflect theviews of the U.S. Department of Education.
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distinctive and in sync with the magnet theme label.

ChoiCe and Equity

(1) Racial integration: By definitiOn, these programs resulted in

greater ratial balance at these schools since they became magnets.

But this was a result of a detegregation plan whose thief featUret

were mandatory buting Of minorities from closed-down central city

schools to under-utilized and preViously aIl-whi'e schools in the

Outlying neighbOrhoods, and a quota system controlling admittiont

to the schools studied.

(2) Increased Access to Education that Parents Valued: The

presence of magnets and of the element of parent thOice they

represented, imptoved acceeee of not only black, but also poor

white, students to educational programs that their parent8 found

to be superior. Ae the study concludes,

"NoW, instead of needing a white skin and ehOudh money to buy

or rent a place to live in the city's mo8t eXpentive

neighborhoods to get into schools with the best reputations,

parents needed only to watch for enrollMeht periods, to fill

out an extremely simple form whith cOUld be turned in at the

neighborhood school, and be willing to send their child to a

distant school. While the ability to do these things is

still correlated to some extent with social clase, it

discriminates far less than do qualifications associated with

housing." (Metz, 1986: 209)



FactOrS Influenoing_Parent Choice

Among the parents interviewed in this study, it Seemed that a

Schobl'S prior reputation as excellent, parentS' deSire to enroll

their Children in schools with StudehtS of high social class and

achievement level, and location -- proximity to the home ..== Were all

factors that were more salient than the school'S magnet theme.

Specificallyi this study found that:

The introduction of magnet Schools led only a few parents t

make choices of schools oh the basis of new criteria introduced

by the magnet sChools' themes;

The school With the least distinotive-program, i.e., its

internal practiceS belied its label, developed the longest

waiting liSt. The study notes that "many middle-class and

ambitious wOrking-Class families sought a school where their

children would be with children of the highest social class and

achievement level possible . . . ." (Metzi 1986: 208)

The school with the initially most dis_ti_n_c_tivep-rogram drew most

Of its clients from fatiliet Within its working-class

neighbOrhoods who cited proximity to home rather than any

knowledge or appreciation of the school's program and theme.

Factars ProMbting and Inhibiting-ZdverSity

FirSt, diversity and distinctiVeneSS cannot be created through

adminiStrative fiat. Distinctiveness or diversity providing parents

with real option8 upon which to exercise choice is mo8t readily
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created by a teaching Staff that iS COMMitted to the program. Hence,

some element of teacher chOice is necessary to expand the range of

parent Choice.

The school system perceptions about what "all" parents and

citizens want -- namely, improved teSt Sdorea -- led to district-wide

mandates about the means necessary to achieVe thiS coltdion goal. These

mandates forced the school with the most distinctive program to water

down its unique character and adopt methods and procedures common to

all schools, but at odds with its own theme.

Third, and most ironically, the eleMent of CoMpetition provided by

even the limited parent choice plan examined in this study, led to

pressures to standardize and homogenize rather than divertify

educational programs.

Thig happened as a result of the dual coals of providing chOite

and options, and promoting desegregation. The pressure to balance

both considerations led the central adminiStratiOn of the school
_

district to closely monitor enrollment patterns and waiting list

information. The administration's response to these data abdut

COnSUMer behavior led it to push the School with the most distinct

otootaffi with the shortest waiting list, to become more "like" the

school with the least distinctive program which had the longest

Waiting list.
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BRIEF NO. 7 PUBLIC SCHOOLS_OFCHOICE

MAGNET SCHOOLS

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT; EQUITY;

AND SCHOOL-PARENT/COMMUNITY RELATIONS

NEW YORK STATE MAGNET SCHOOL RESEARCH STUDY. Prepared for the New
York State Education Department by MAGI Educational Services, Inc.
January 1985.

This Study of state-supported magnet school programs yields an

in-depth investigatiOn Of three central questiona: Do magnet schools
_promote quality education? D iO they promote ncreaSed parent

participation? Do they promote racial/ethnic balance?

Pupil outcome, racial composition, and parent participation and
satisfaction data were collected from 41 magnet schools in eight

School di.7tricts in New York. Data sources included archival review
Of school records from 1972 to 1975, current pupil aChievement data;
and staff and parent questiOhhaites. Conclusions weté drawn on the
basis of compariSons over time -- changes in pupil outcomes, programs,
racial compOgition, parent involveMent and satisfaction == in the
schools which had become magnets during the period from 1972 to 1985,

FROM:- Parent_ Choice A_Digest of the Research, prepared by the Institute for-ReSpOnSiVe Education;: 605Commonwealth AVetnie,-lkiiton; MA02215; (617) 353-3309. WOrk bri this_ publication was made possible by Agrant_ from the US. Department of -Education, Grantisio._ 0085-104-14; The analyses-And Opinions expressedherein do not however necessarily reflect the viewi of the US. Depar..nent of Education;
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and by comparisons between evenly matched magnet and non=magnet

schools in the same school dittrictt. The major findingS are as

Magne_tSchools_Promote School ImproveMent?

(1) Pupil AChievement: Test data show statistically significant

increases in student performancei after the introduction of a

magnet program in the school. The majority of magnet Schools had

higher achievement scores than their diStriCt average.

(2) Equity in Achievement: Average levels of achievement in tagnet

schools with high minority enrollment was equal to other School8

with low minority enrollment.

(3) Dropout-Rates: Nearly thtee=qUarters of the magnet schools had

dropout rates be1oW the district average;

(4) Student-Attendance: Ninety=éight percent of the 41 schools had

higher attendande rates than their district averages.

Do Magnet School_s_Promote Parent-Participation and Support?

(1) Participation: In nearly half of the SChools studiedi 50

percent or more of the parents wete reported to participate

regularly in school-related activities.

(2) Sluppart_and Satisfaction: Ninety-eight percent Of the parents

reported a very high rate of satisfaction with the schools. The

8ethe proportion said they would recommend that school to other

parents.
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Da_Magnets PrOMOte Radial Balance2

High minority enrollment schools with an average tinority

eneollment of 90 percent in 1973 reduced their enrollment to 54

potceht by 1985 after becoming magnets; All Majority schools

increased their minority enrollment by 29 pet-dent; The current racial

composition ih all Of the magnet schools studied was within five

perdentage points of the districtwide composition, even thoUgh prior

to magnet program development, two-thirds of those schOolS Were more

than 50 perdent out of sync with the districtwide racial compotition

of the Student body.

Magne_t_Sdhoolsahd Diversity

The New York State study team found that moSt taghets did have a

strong program identity, what thoy called "diStindtiVeness," and

consequently had an essential feature in common With the "effective

schools" as identified ih the research Of the late Ronald Edmonds and

others. The feature it a clear sense of mission that is refledted in

Sdhobl pradtices and is understood and supported by staff and patents.

The study found that thiS diStinctiveness was what was magnetic about

thoSe SchOolS: more than 80 percent of the 625 parents who were

surveyed correctly identified the district goals, philbSophyi

durricular theme, and teaching style of the itagnet Schools, and gave

one of those factorS aS their reason for choosing that school.



BRIEF NO. 8 PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

COSTS, EQUITY, DIVERSITY

RAYWIDi M.A. (1982). The Current StatUS of Schools of_Choice in

_Public Secondary Education. Project on Alternative8 in Education,

Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York 11550;

This is the most comprehensive and recent national survey of

publit alternative schools. Its findings, baSed Oh Sin-Vey returns

froth 1200 schools and alternative "schoolS=WithinschooIs" are as

folloWS:

(1) Alternatives do provide choice: students in 79 percOnt Of the

responding schools were there by choice (the remaining 21 percent is

Adcounted for by the fact that some "alternatiVes" represent in-school

suspension programs, or dropout prevention programs into which

students are placod). JuSt as interestingly, 85 percent of the

* Summary discussions of the study cah alSO be foUnd in: NI-A; Raywid

(1984), "Synthesis of ResearCh oh Schools of Choice," Educat4onal

Leadars_h_ip (April); M.A. Raywid (1983), "Schools of Choice: Their

Current Nature and Prospects," Phi Delta Kappan (June).

FROM: Patent ChOke: A Digest of the Researek prepared by_ the Institute for Responsive_ Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue Boston; MA 02215, (617) 353-3309. Work bh this* publication Wat Made posSible by a
grant frOtri the U.S. tkpartment of Education, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Education.
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schools surveyed indicated that their teaching staff was there by

choice.

(2) Alternative schools do provide diversity: while half of the

responding schools report no particular curriculum specialization, 57

percent identify a specific teaching method as their distinguishing

feature.

(3) School climate is improved in alternative schoOlS: 90 percent

of the responding staff members showed a high degree of jOb

satisfaction and close identification with the schools' program and

theme. Ninety percent of the teachers also reported that they were

willing to take on responsibilities beyond their established job

descriptions; Student attendance also showed an improvement in 81

percent of the responding schools.

(4) Alternative schools appear to be no mote segtegated by tace ot

class than regular schools. Althc.gh the gUtVey found that most

alternatives were started in order to accoMMOdate a "special needs"

population, they have since evolved into Serving a broad spectLum of

students.

Specifically, with respect to race, no responding school was

overwhelmingly dominated by an racial or linguistic minotity.

With respect to class, there was evidence of some stratification

within individual schools:

0 single socioeconomic class was dominant (i.e., 60 percent of

the student body) in 38 percent of the schools.

In 37 percent of the schools, 60 percent or more of the students
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came from lower-class home.

In 24 percent Of the schools, 60 percent or more of the students

CaMe from middIe-class families.

One percent of the schools were predominantly upper-class

schools.

Thus, on this all-important issue of whether choice promoteS

stratification Or integration; the study concludes that:

"It thus appears that more than a third of pUblic Alternative

schools are mixed; rather than Single-class schools; almost

an equal number are distinctively 'WOrking class' schools;

and a fourth are middle class schools. But again, Whether

this reflects more or less Sttatification than other schools

in the same areas is hot known." (Raywid, 1982: 13)

(5) FinallY, aléiiiaEis do no-t appeat to be more costly than

regular schoolS: in 62 perdent of the cases, per-student cost8 are

equal to or less than ih other local programs, despite the Eact that

moSt (69 percent) are small schools enrolling fewer than 200 students.
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BRIEF NO. 9 PURLIC-SCHOOLS OF CHOICE

MAGNET SCHOOLS

FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE

CHOICE AND EQUITY

PARENT PREFERENCES

ROSSELL, C.H. (1985) "What is Attractive About Magnet SchoolS?" Urban

Education, April.

This review of over 100 evaluation and research reports on magnet

schools has identified systematic differences in parental prefetenCeS

among different taceS and classes of parents, and by so doing has

identified what kinds of educational choice can promote integration.

The important factors are as follow8.

(1) Location: This is the most important VAtiable. Whites are not

attracted to minority neighborhoOd Schbols and similarly

minorities are not attracted tO tdhools in all-white neighborhoods

except under special circumstances. These special circumStance8

inclUde:

(a) Facility: A new Ot Upgraded facility is universally

atttactiVe tO All ijr-OUps, irrespective of its location;

FROM: Parent Choice A Digost of the Rekardi,prepared by_ the Institute for Responsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215; (617) 353-3309. Work on this publication was Made possible by a
grant from the US. Department Of Edtitation, Grant No. 0085-104-14. The analyses and opinions expresSed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.
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(b) Staffing_Pattezn-s: Popular white principals with racially

mixed staff attract white parents to magnets located in

minority neighborhoods. PopUlat minority principals with

racially mixed staff will attract minority parents to magnets

located in all-white neighborhoods.

(c) Curriculum-and Pro ram: Rossell'S findings on thiS factor

reinforce the conclusions drawn from studies of voucher
_

experiments as to the presence of persisting racial and

class-based differences in educational preferences.

Specifically:

(i) Upper SES whites are attracted to child-centered,

non-traditional educational programs.

(ii) Both lower SES whites and minorities in general favor

a more traditional, direct-instruction program.

(iii) Al groups are attracted to enrichment programs,

e.g., gifted and talented, accelerated programs, or

special emphases on math, SCience, or the arts.

(iv) Upper SES whites are more highly attracted to

enrichment programs which seem to be SelectiVe.

With respect to the impact of chOice on racial integration, the

findings of Rossell and of the voucher studies show that class is a

more important determinant of educational preference than iS race, and

that these preferences for a type of education can override a

reluctance to enroll a child in a racially mixed SChool even if it is

in a racially "different" neighborhood.
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BRIEF NO. 10 PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS/DIVERSITY

IMPACT ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

SMITH, H.V. (1978). "Do Optional Alternative Public Schools Work?"

Childhood Education (54), 211-214.

This review of evaluation data on altetrtive public schools in 11

cities -= Cambridge (MA), Chicago, HattfOtd, Los Angeles; MinneapoliSI

Providencei Philadelphia, St. Paul, Racine, Indianapolis, and Urbana

(IL) -- suggests a qualified "yes" to the question posed in the title.

The alternatives examined included: "open", Montessori,

individuali2ed continuous progress, "Summerhill" and traditional

back-to-basics schools. The conclusions are of this study are as

follows:

Altethative public schools did have discernible differenceS in

philosophy and practice, corresponding to their labels.

Alternative schools expetienced a i-eduction in discipline

problems, in drop-Out tateS, and an increase in attendance.

° Pupil outcomes in alternative settings were better than in other

schools in the school system serving comparable pupils.

FROM: Parent Choice A_Digest _of the Reaearch, prepated by the Inititnte for_ Recponsive_ Education, 605
Commonwealth ikVtitit, fleiSton, MA 02215 (617) 353-3309-_Work on this publication Was made possible by a
grant from the US. Department of Education, Grant No. 00135=104-14. The analyses and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the US. Department of Education.
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Pupils placed in alternative schools achieved nignot grade point

AV-et-ages, higher SAT scores, and higher levels of reading and

Math achievement.

These conclusions are tentative Since the author admitted to gaps

in the research base, and that since this was an evaluAti-A-1 bf Othet

evaluations, indicators were not always consistent Actoss the studies

being reviewed. Nonetheless, this study lendt SuppOtt to the

ptoposition that parent choice, if it leads to the kind of diversity

which recognized different learning styles, does lead to improved

student outcomes.
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BRIEF NO. 11 PUBLIC-SCHOOLS OF CHOICE

FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE

UCHITELLE0 S. (1978). "Policy Implications fOt SChool Districts

Affording Public SchOO1 00tions: A Case Study of Results of SchOol

Thoice in One Community." Paper presented at the annUal meeting

of the American EduCational Research Association, Toronto. ED 151

935*

This is one of a h?ndfUl Of StUdies which offer insight into what

factors influence patent behavior in making educatiOnal choices, when
choices ate aVailable within the public Sector. Its finding8 Shed

light on the following questions:

(1) What kinds of parents are most apt to be informed about and

avail themselves of thOide Options?

(2) What factor8 intluence how parents make choiceS?

* The paper cited is based on: Susan Uchitelle, The Sohool_Choice

Behavior of Parents Afforded a Public School Option. Dissertation at

the Graduate School of Arts and Sciencei, Washington University, St.

Louis, MO. December, 1977.

FROM:: Parent Chtike ADigesto f- theiResearck prepared by the Institute for Resionsive Education, 605
Commonwealth Avenue,-Woston, MA 02215, (617) 353-3309._Workion this_ publication was made possible by a
grant hrorn the U.S. Department of Education; Grant No. 008540444. The arigyst and opinions expressed
herein do not however necessarily reflect the views of the as. Department of Education;
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Specificallyi the study sought to identify the extent to which

rational consumer behaviOt MOdelS Of choice -- i.e., parents' seatch

and judgement About What school option best meets their preference

--overrode what the previous research had identified as the most

powerful, yet in terms of the tatiOnal COnSUmer model, most

non-ratiOnal determinants of choice, namely: distance from the school

and raCial COMposition of that school and its neighborhood.

The stUdY'S findings and concludsionS Wete baSed On fodUSed

interviews with a sample of 48 mothers in one hetetogeneous Midwestern

SthbOl diStrict who were in the position to exercise a fitst choice.

These parents were newly arrived in the district or they wete

long-time residents whose first child was about to enter the School

system. TheY lied ih neighbothoodS in Which pArentSi because of

unplanned and contingent reasons, had the option of sending their

child to any school within the diSttict. The sample represented the

socioeconomic and racial centut of public school subscribing families

in that district.

The majot findings and conclusions of the study are ag followt:

Who _Exexcises Choice

The "Who" refers to groups of parents identifiPd by racial/ethnic,

and SES background as indicated by incbte level And educational

attainment. The findings are as f011oWS.

' The school system made no effort to reach out and inform parents

who bad the right to choose.
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Minority and lower SES parents were less likely to know aboUt

the opportunities for choice, and hence leSS likely to exercise

their choice options.

What Factors Influence Choice

This study was designed tO test the "hull hypothesis" that among

thoSe patent Who were aware of and did exercise choice, the overriding

considerations would be: diStance/Iocation of the Schodl ChOSen;

racial tompoSitiOn Of the school or its neighborhood; and personal

ihfluence word-o -mouth reports of what a potential school of

choice was like and what it Offered.

Given the absence of school district initiated outteath, personal

inflUende -- in the form of word-of-mouth infOrmation was an

important but nOt overriding influence on patent dhOice decisions. It

was impottant betauSe in the majority of cases, WOrd---of-mouth

information Was the first cue about the availability of choice and

about the kind of choices available. But ih a majority of cases in

which chdice was actually exercised, parents tied Other sources of

information including visits to SthoOlS.

Uchitelle's study found a pattern of cIass-based difference: While

most parents wete aware that they had a choice, these tended to be

white and extremely welleducated. The 24 Pertent of -tile Sample w o

were not aware that they had a choice tended to be much leSS

well-edutated arid minority.

Among those parents who were aware of options and who did make a
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choicei location and distance were th 'ast important factors. The

two most important factots were SthOol prOgrat ahd philbtophy, Which

matched parents' educational ValUeSo And the school's racial/ethhiC

heterogeneity. Pro-active consumers in this sample saw diversity of

student population as a benefit that they Wanted fot their children.
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SECTION FIVE:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

IntrOdLiction and User's Note

All major references have been cited in the body of this digest.

The following bibliography contains a summary listing of those workS,

and of the most relevant sedcifidary sources;

Many of the theories, proposals and reports on the researCh cited

throughout this digest have appeared in different forms and formats,

e.g., books, articles, conferende papers. In each such case of a

Multiple presentation of the same bagic Content, we list the

references that is most accettible ro the targeted audiences of this

digest; This means that where the basic content iS the same, we list

the Shorter rather than the longer verSion =- i.e., a journal article

rather than the book.

For similar reasons of accessibility, we liSt the original journal

article reference for those items which appeared in edited

anthoiogies, but were orginally prOduCed AS a journal article.

We tilt towards journal articleS because books go out of print,

and are lost from borrowing libraries, while journal articles ttay on

the shelf for longer periods bf tithe.

A more serious itSue Of accessibility arises because, oh thia

topic, as is often the case with education policy issues, the most

"to-the-point" and current literature is "fugitive" and has not yet

made it into the mainstream of the publishing or journal industry.
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"Fugitive" literature cOnSitt8 Of conference presentations andi most

often, prodUCts Of federal, state, and local education agency

sponsored research and evaluation.

Fortunately, much of this "fugitive" literature is stored and

accessible through the U.S. Department of Education's ERIC system.

MAnY CAsea, readers will find a citation ending with the lattera "ED",

followed by a six digit nUmber. This is an ERIC catalog number for

that docutent. ERIC stands for the Educational Resource InforMAtion

Center. ERIC is much like a very large mail-order bookstore which

collects and disseminates hard=td=get and unpublished documents

ranging from seminar papers and speeches to project reports to

book-length documents. Copies of materials referenced with an "ED"

number may be obtained from:

Document Reproduction Center

PoSt Offide Box 190

Arlington, VA 22210

(703) 8411212

Fdr those items for which ERIC "ED" access nuMber8 Ate ndt

available, our citation includes as much infOrffiatiOn AS WAS AVailable

on the face of the docUtent# including the sponsoring agency and

contract and project numbers, where available. These data can help

readers to use the Freedom of Information Act to Obtain Copies of all

government agency conducted or sponsored study reports.

In other cases, the document i8 truly fugitive. Where there ate

no copyright restrictions, copies of these materials (i.e., references
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withOUt pUblihing data, an ED number, ot SpOnbring agency data) can

be obtained from the Institute for Respohsive EdUtation "InforMation

Bank on Parent Choice," at 10 centS a page to recover reproduction,

hitpOing and handling costs In these casesi please write:

Information Bank on Patent ChOice

Institute for Responsive Education

605 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston, MA 02215
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